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Preface

Bociitise_ti :valuation of oral communication is an integral part of the education process: the
SpeeCh Ciiiiimunication Association is publishing this review of tests for measuring acts of
speaking and listening. Teachers and administrators: desiring to undertake that all-important
first step of assessing student needs before zi program is designed, ask, "Which test should I
use? This quizie provides direction US to what (.hoice.s. are available. Since states and SehOOI
districts vary in their program goals for speaking and listening, the eh-Mee of tests Will tilso
vary.

Realizing educitors might want it professional evaluation of currently available tests. a special
Committee on Assessment and Instrument Development was appointed by the Speech Com-_
!mink:Mimi Associiition's Committee on Assessment and Testing: Don Rubin and Nancy Mead
were miijor participants on that committee: their thorough work led to this publication.

Whether a stifle evaluation is taking place or a teacher wants a test for the classroom, thiS
review should he helpful. Test validity and reliability are common concerns fdr the editeatiir
constructing tests, equtilly important are questions of cost, time, and scoring procedures. The
forty-five tests reviewed in Chapter II include each of these concerns, as well as a full description
Of the assessment instrument. TO help in the search for comparable tests: the age range and
skills tested arc listed first. Also included is a section on evaluative comments. These profes-
sionid judgments should provide the retider with information necessary to :flake good choices.

Testing is ti value laden subject: For some all testing is loathsome and antithetical to the
spirit of learning: Others think testing is burdensome but necessary for providing feedbaCk
tibout educational outcomes. Yet another point of view regitrds eviduation opportunitiesas a

powerful tool for shaping curriculum or manipulating educational policy.
This review Surveys and- disCusses procedures for assessing speaking and listening skills

among public Sehool aged children. In doing so. it focuses on technical issues of measurement
and pragmatic -questions of administrative feasibility. But the materials also emphasize the
responsibility in testing. and users of this document must not lose sight of the purposes of oral
communication assessment and weigh the variety of costs against the potential value of test
results: For communication does not thrive in tin exclusively evaluative climate. ASSeSSriferit
is beneficial only to the degree that it yields interpretable resultsdata that are directed towad
solving educational problems, data that reflect communication skills and behaviors that are
central to elThetive functioning: not merely data that is readily measurable. In this light, the
task of eiitilutitirig. selecting, or developing appropriate measurement instruments demands that
educators render decisions on as informed ti httsis as possible: It is our hope that this information
will fiicilittite such decisions. and thus contribute to responsible evaluation.

In any testing situation the user must know what is and what is not beitig. tested. Id any
testing situation the user must know how to- communicate the results of the test with the
qua llicalions inherent in the testing situation. The purpose of the ififOrritation provided in this
guide is to aid in that communication.



Foreword

The Edueitional_Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national information system de-
veloped by the U.S. Office of Education and now sponsored by the National Institute of
Educitio (NIFI). It provides ready access to descriptions of exemplary programs, research and
development efforts. and related information useful in developing more effective edtieational
programs

Through its network of specialized_ centers or clearinghOUSeS, each of which is responsible
for a particular educational ,area, ERIC acquireS, evaluates; abstracts. and indexes current
SighiliOtit n0E-illation and lists this information in its reference publications:

ERIC/RCS. the ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills, ditikillitidt6
educational information related to research. instruction, and personnel preparation at all levels
and in all institutions. The scope of interest of the Clearinghouse includes releVatit research
reports. literilture review's, curriculum guides and descriptiOns, eirriferenee papers, project or
program reviews. and other print materials related to all aspects Of reading. English; educational
journalism, and speech communication.

The ERIC system has already mrtde availablethrough the ERIC Document R.!ptoduction
Systemmuch informative data: However. if the findings of specific educational reSear-cIi aie
to be intelligible to teachers and applicable to teaching. considerable bodies Of data must be
reevaluated. focused, translated, and_molded into an essentially different context. Rather than
resting at the point of making research reports readily rieceSSible. NIE has directed the separate
elearinghOUSeS to work with professional organizatiOns in developing information analysis
papers in Spe4fic areas within the scope of the clearinghouses.

ERIC is pleased to cooperrue with the Speech Communication Association in making Larke
Scale Assessment of Oral Communication Skills: Kindergarten through Geode /2 imilkibl-e.

6

Charles Suhor
Director; ERIC/RCS
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I. A Review and Critique of Procedures for
Assessing Oral Communication Skills

WHY TEACH ORAL. COMMUNICATION SKILLS?'

A well-known adage has it that of all the creatures inhabiting the earth, fish are the least likely
to ever discover water. SO _is with communication. Spe'ech climes to us as part of our innate
endowment as human beingsp._We are engulfed by communication in all our daily affairs.
Usually' we are not directly aware of our oral communication environment. But it is nonetheless
vital tiff our well -being and survival.

Speaking and listening are' prerequisites to success in school. Most instructions for classroom
procedures arc delivered orally by teachers: Consequently. students with deficient listening
skills fail to absorb much of the material to which they are exposed: Their problems are
intensified when they respond incorrectly because they do not listen to questions carefully.
Students who listen poorly are ()ken isolated and left out of classroom activities. Speech
:erlomiance also affects academic achievement. Students Who cannot adequately express their
knowledge arc fudged ignorant. Some speech styles trigger stereotyped expectations of poor
abilityexpectations that are likely to he self-fulfilling (Williams; Whitehead; and Millen
1972). Quiet children may be appreciated for their "good behavior. but they are subject to
similarly negative school experiences (McCroskey and Daly, 1976). Students who do not ask
for assistance will not receive adequate assistance. One research study, for example, found that
reticent students progressed slowly through a self-paced reading program, despite normal levels
of reading_ aptitude. The reason for_ their poor performance _was that these students rarely
approached teachers for help (Scott, Yates, and Whceless, 1975).

Beyond the comincs of school; oral communication proficiency contributes to social ad-
justment and satisfying interpersonal relationships: Youngsters with poor communication skills
are sometimes viewed as unattractive by their peers and enjoy few friendship bonds (Hurt and
Preiss, 1 97x). Antisocial and violent behavior is frequently attributable to underdeveloped social
sensitivity and lack of conflict resolution techr.iques, Remediation programs have reduced the
incidence of antisocial acts by_means of communication_ training (Chandler, 1973). Counselors
acknowledge that many family problems are caused by poor communication, and may be
ameliorated by improving interaction between family members (Share and Spivack. 1978).

Speaking and listening are no less crucial in the marketplace. Communication skills rank
high among lists of managerial competencies; An officer of one computer firm. for example,
states that the company prefers to conduct its own training in computer programming, but seeks
employees with strong communication abilities (Gruner, Logue, Freshley, and Huseman, 1977).
Professionalsdoctors, lawyers, engineers, teachers require more than just subject_ matter
expertise. These professionals must listen effectively to their- patients. _clients, or students in
order to identify and analyze problems. They must speak effectively in order to implement
their solutions. Individuals who speak in a nonstandard fashion (DeLaZerda and Hopper; 1978)

An curlier version of this section appeared in b. Rubin and R. Bazzle. Development ty. an Oral -Corn-
maturation Assessment Program: 77w Glynn County Speed: Proficiency Examination for High School
Student: (Brunswick. Georgia: Glynn County School System: 1981): The authors express their appre-
ciation to the Glynn County School System for use of this material.
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or who withdraw front speaking (Richmond. 1977) tend to be regarded by personnel officers

its prospects for only low stint's: low paying jobs, Nimetheless, even unskilled workers have

occasion to engage in job related speech: including a surprising amount of publie speaking

(Kendall. 1974).
Speech Curricula halve traditionally stressed the importance of communication Itir the pros=

ervation of a democratic society. Thrtiughout its history: America has fought vigorously CO

safeguard freedom 01 expression under the assuniptitin that full citizen participation is the surest

guitrz intee against tyninny, Surely not every citizen delibei-ites as a member of a legislative

body. but numerous opportunities for citizen input are oqtilable. These include participation

in Civic assoclittions, public hearings: and citizen lobbying. At the very ItiSt. citizens_ are

reSpiniSible for Staying informed. and much of the pertinent information must he Culled by

listen iny
Finally: oral communication is essential to lull psychological development. Self-concept is

acquired through interaction with others (Mead. 1934). Sell=aetualization. a sense of fulfillment

(Maslow: 1954): usually involves tritcrpei.somil activities mziking -contributions, exerting in-

fluence, or being recognized in a social manner. In addition. speech IS a means for artistic

expression and sil-discovery.
Tine fifet that all students come to school with basic speaking and listening skillS and alSti

seem to develtip more mature behaviors on their own as they grow older does mit imply that

all students are effretive communicators. Educators oecasionally comment: "My students don't

need to learn how to talk. l'haf.; one thing they do too much of. But effective communication

must be cultivated. Students may lack clarity in their speech. Their listening comprehension

'May not attain its fullest potential: Students who communicate well in tantiliar settings may

kick_ the confidence and flexibility needed to express themselves effectively a Wider range

Of SitiiatiiitiS. Educators cannot rely on haphazard: unguided learning outside of the elaSSrtiiiiii

to impart communication effectiveness. Systematic instruction is imperative.

Still: of all the haSie skills. speaking and_listening are most often neglected in schools. This

neglect transpires despite numerous curriculum documents that urge attention to oral abilities.

Undoubtedly: a host of factors discourage teachers from implementing oral communication

instruction. Teachers are held itccountable tor students' reading achievement, for performance

onjuandated grammin tasks: for monitoring attendance, for giving enongh_ hoinework, for not

giving too much homework. But teachers are generally not held aceountible Icy teaching students

to speak and listen effectively. Furthermore, few te. :hers have received training in comma=

nication education Or have materials available to aid instruction: Consequently: little concerted

instruction in speech communication takes place.
11 students' speaking and listening proficiency were systematically evaluated: it is likely that

schools would systematicallyimplement oral communication instruction. One substantial benefit.

Of large scale assessment rib oral communication skills is that such testing can guide, innovation

in t,.k curriculum domain. Indeed: experience in Great Britain anal elsewhere demonstrates

that speech assessment has_a "washback effect on the amount and kinds of speech teaching

undertaken in classroom, (Barnes. 1980).
Another benefit of oral communication assessment is that test results can be used to make

decisions about the best manner in which to place individual students in instructional sequences.

Assessment procedures that yield tine-grained analyses. rather than global judgments: can be

used for diagnostic purposes (Rubin: 1981). Thus, for example, students who have difficulty

in vocal production factors might concentrate on oral reading. while the& WhOse difficulties

lie in the area of organization might cycle through a set of story-telling exercises before

progressing to explanatory discourse. Students who demonstrate strengths in. say. literal

prehension of spoken materials might advance to insnuctional units emphasizing critical liStenitig

9



Spcaking and listening tests can also provide valuable information for program evaluation.
Since large scale programs of oral communication improvement are in their infancy; it is

especially important to evaluate their effectiveness and to secure data that will enable these
programs to he "fine tuned." Program (and teacher) effectiveness is best judged with reference
to student achievement on program objectives. If students are not achieving criterion perfor-
mance levels in language uses for example, teachers and administrators will recognize that
additional instructional effort needs to be directed to this area._ It is worth noting. however,
that student achievement can he interpreted as an indicator of program success only when
student aptitude and institutional resourcesthe raw materials with which the program has to
work are also taken into account: Also, student achievement is not the only data that might
contribute to program evaluation: Attitudinal outcomes._ self-. and peer-evaluations are also
useful information for this purpose. After emphasis on listening, the listening scores might not
improve as much as teacher reports on better responses to directions on assignments.

A final use for speaking and listening assessments is, jo certify students as having attained
or not attained) mastery in oral communication. Certification in basic skills is increasingly

demanded by competency-based education movements. Promotion or graduation decisions may
he based upon such certification. Backlund and his associates (1981) surveyed many of the
state and local jurisdictions that have already adopted large scale tests of speaking and listening
skills as a meals of certifying students' competencies in the basic skills.

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

Several developments in the past few years motivated the test review eftirt represented in this
publication. Set in the background of a nationwide movement toward competency-based ed-
ucation, speech communication educators recognized that then field was not exempt from the
challenge of accounting for educational outcomes (Ritter, 1978): A major step in facilitating
that accountability was the publication of the results of the National Speech Communication
Competencies Project (Allen and Brown, 1976). This document examined the development of
communication skills and promulgated a description of functional communication competence
that has helped guide many subsequent effOrts in curriculum, instruction, and evaluation. A
list of competencies in speaking and listening for high school graduates (Bassett. Whittington.
and Staton-Spicer. 1978) has likewise influenced teaching and assessment. In their "Standards
for Effective Oral Communication Programs'. (see Appendix A), the American Speech-
Language-Hearing Association and the Speech Communication Association asserted that ef-
fectivefective instructional efforts must include provisions for appropriate and constructive methods
of assessment and evaluation. Such methods were further clarified by "Criteria for Evaluating
Instruments and Procedures for Assessing Speaking and Listening'' (see Appendix B), a doc-
ument endorsed by :;pcech Communication Association.

IX:spite this initial impetus to evaluate communication competencies, despite the view that
develving assessment procedures presents no insurmountable technical obstacles (Larson,
(97: McGlone, 1973), and despite some concrete suggestions of pertinent measurement in-
struments (Li imm. Backlund, Redmond. and Barbour, 1978: McCaleb. 197:McCaleb and
Korman. 1978), attempts to implement large scale assessments of speaking and listening skills
have not been forthcoming. In generid, evaluation programs have been stymied by a scarcity
of suitable instruments (Brown, Backlund, Gurry, and Jandt, 1979: Plattor, Unruh. Muir, and
K,i)ose, 1978). Consequently. the Steering Committee of the Task Force on Assessment and
Testing of the Speech Communication Association acted to establish committees for the purpose
of identifying evsting instruments and furthering the development of additional instruments

0



for the measurement of commumeation skills: This monograph is an outgroivtli of one such

co(iimittee.'
1-our primary objectives guided this eff-On:

TO monitor Listing assessment instruments ill ond coninninictaion,
To abstract and describe assessment Instruments and systematically report their availability

to the Task Force and the ASsOeititiiin.
To study and recommend research that is needed to develop listening and speaking as-

sc.ssment instruments l'or elementary zinc' seciindars sell lolls.

Ist) encourage development of new instruments by commercial and nonemmnercial sources.

In order to delimit the scope of the task and to set priorities. the committee defined its focus

further, Rirticultir attention was paid to assessment instruments that evtilutite communication

behaviors. as opposed to instruments that describe hehtiviors but assign no judgments of quality,,'

In addition, emphasis was placed on measures of communication per Se (Veil-nil and nonverbal

encoding and decoding in situations ninging from high interaction to extended arid uninterrupted

rather than on measures that loeused exclusively on component subskills lifsLi lan-

guage. role-taking. articulation, or perceptual acuity. The effort was directed toward instruments

that had the inezisurement of communication as their nut) purpose, not those that used com-

munietition incidentally as a means to measure other skills. This hitter -emphasis did not nec-

essarily exclude indirect measures of communication competency, bat it severely constrained

the tpes of indirect measures that tnig,ht be found suitable. The Search ivtis narrowed to

zissessment _procedures that Seemed ithenztble to Iztrge scale testing in institutional/school set-

tings. Finally. attempts were made to include instruments appropriate for a variety individuals

including non-native speakers. minority culture children. and students is ith special needs.

PROCEDURES FOR REVIEWING ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS

Given the Objectives and emphases described in the preceding section, zi niiiiibcrof potential

sources of existing instruments _Were searched. Letters were sent to major commercial test
publishers. Previously published comperidiUMS of communication measures (Larson, ct al.,

1978; Brown. et al.. 1979; Plattor, ct al.. 1978) Were corisulted..as were more general its of

tests and evaluation instruments (Fagan. Cooper, and Jensen, 1975: Burns, 1978;)ohnsont

1976: Cirommon, 1976). The literature on second languzige teSting was ilk() a valuable source

of infOrmz.aion (e.g.. Lange and Clifford. 1980: Riektrd, 1981). The assessment committee

collected a number of evaluation procedures produced by state and lOcal ethication agencies.

In addition. an ERIC search was conducted. Calls for assessment instruments Were published

in SPECTRA and in the Newsletter ()1 the Centference jiir Research in Clighsh.

individual committee members contributed ti) the data base by examining literature in their

areas of expertise.
A iscatalogue of instruments that met the criteria Of the assessment committee s presented in

'r4ihle I. Each instrument was assigned nonsystematically to a sltigre. COrtimittec member for

review. These reviews appear in Chapter 2 of this publication. 'fhe contents of the reviews

reflect the views of the individual reviewers as influenced by their expert judgment.

The form used for the instrument reviews presented in this book is primarily deScriptive.

=Other committee members Who provided input to this 'Sport are J. Daly (Oliver-Sky f rekas)._W._P.

1)iekson (University of Wisconsin), and J. MeCroSkey (WeSt Virginia University). Thor contributions

to this effort are gratefully acknoledged.
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TABLE I
CA I A1.0(:11. INS! RI 'OEN Is RE% it.(% LI)

Instrument
Numbet Title titmice

Skills
Tested

Target NIOde 01

Administration

If tii% Ca liSt/11

Lost

Ilan:turf lirtice
workrNe

York 10017

listening high syhool. aduli administered orally
and completed on
standardlied itlf111,

California (' fli Nlc(ir:n.- listening. primary group administered:
:Achievement

Test: Listening
for Inhuma-
tion: Level 10

11111. Dei

NIonie R.-
sealv;11 Palk.

NIonterey. CA

multiple choice._
paper and pencil
torniat

1, 39 -111

(.11('I'S Listen-
Ing Tell

Addison-Wesley.

Reading. NIA
1111{67

listening grades k 3 group administered
imiluple-choice
form./

4 ( HZ( N;I Mid

Tdi
Addison-Wieslev.

Iteading, NIA
01867

oral language pre-k to 3 individual, oral: child
responds to a vari-
ety of stimuli

(.10/e 1.1qt:11111g. John S. 130\ listening secomlar group administered:
TeSI didge. 2017 S. till in the blank:

Oak Grove Av-
enue. Spring-
field. NIO

paper and pencil
format: tape re-
corded stimulus

65804

6 Comprehensive Cl]) NIcGrao listening: visual_ early elementary grump admistered:_
Tests of Basic Hill. Del LlecOding: :Rid'. paper anl pencil.
;1ills, Tests 2. Nlonte Re- tory discrimi- multiple- choice

aiid 4 search Park nation format
Monterey: CA
93940

Cominunicatie Educators Pub- oral language: lis- infancy -5 years observer records
Evaluation
Chart from M-

lishing Service,
anifiridge.

telling: social
development:

presence or ab-
sence of skills on

imic!, to Eive
Years

NIA 02118 auditory per-
ception

basis of extended
observation

Durrell Listening- Ilarcoart Brace listening grades 1-9 group administered:
Reading Series:

Primary. Inter-
mediate. AdT
vanced Levels

Jovanovich.
Inc.. New.
York. NY
10017

multiple-choice.
paper and pencil
formai

1)yadic

Oriented Com-
munication

C. A. Iindley,
ER IC Docu-
ment Repro-
duction Service

speaking elementary administered to pairs
of students: one
presents tank, other
responds:

No. 145 (29 responses tape re-
wailed
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TABLE 1 (cont.)

Instrunient
Number Title Source

Skills
Tested

Target
PopulatittiiS

MOde of
Administration

I() DYCONIMI B.H. Byers. 0).- spe:iking: 'kWh- adaptable k-12 groups of 10 or more

DYittlie_Ciiiii-
munication

C'OMM:'
Dyadic Co-
Munn:at ion.

Honolulu: Uni-
verxity of Ha-

mg: interaction Xiiidents work in
pairs rotating
among partners
and tasks

Wall. 1973

11 Fullerton_Lan- Consulting Psy- i.sti.iiiitig: auditory 11-1S years: individual adnunistra-

ginige Test tOr Chologixis processing learning dis- tititi

-Adolescents Press. Palo

Altit,CA
'able(' tend non-

disabled

4 94306

I2 Fund:Mit:mai The Psychological listening: recep- grades 6-12 group adiiiinistereil::\
Achievement
Series. Verbal

Corpora tion.
757 Third Me-
nue: New
York. N1'

five language multiple-Choice.
paper and pencil
format: taped in-
struetion

1(1(117

13 Gary. Indiana
Onil Pritfi-
ciency Exami-
nation

Gary Community
School Corpo-

ratitimGary.
IN 46401

speaking grade 1(1 individual speech
pert-Orin:ince

addressed to

examiner

14 (ily nn Ctiiiiiiy.
Speech Noll-
ciency Exami-
nation

CBE Demorhtra-
lion Project.
Glynn County,
Board of Edu-
cation. Bruns-
wick. GA

speaking secondary simulated Public
hearing: students
presenting argu-
merits one at a
little: responses
V,itletittiped

31521
..

I 5 Language ASsess- Linguainetrics speaking: listen- grades I 75: Multiple'-eholee re-

went Scales Group, P.O.
BOX 454: come

Madera. CA
94925

ing Spanish or
English

sponses 1p oral

presentations: oral
imitation of sounds
and words

Ifs Language I)onii- Multilingual Ceti- speaking; liXten- grades k-12: individual administra-

mince Survey' ter. Berkeley'. ing Spanish. lion

California English

17 1.311giiiige Fiiuility l'Ili Allingion speaking ages 3- t5 for indiVidUally adminis-

Test corportition Minnal popula- tered: free re-

HUI N, Pitt St:,
Alexandria.

lions sponses to picture
stimuli

VA 22313

1-



TABLE 1 (cont.)

Instrument
Number Title Source

Skills
Tested

Target

Populations

Mode of
Administration

It{ Language Skills NI.__C. Wang. S. speaking: listen- k-2 students work in

('oninitinication
Task

Rose. & J.
Nlaxwell. The
Pete/opine/it -,if
file 1.(111.0alge

ing: interaction pairs: responses are
recorded for subse-

fluent Seiiihig

Communication
.5kill. Test.
Pittsburgh:
L'niversity of
Pittsbiitgli
Learning Re-
search and De-
velopment

Center. 1973

19 Listening Coni- A. Wilkinson. L. listening ages 10-11_, 137_ group administered:

prehension

Tests

StraMi :Mil I'.
Dudley. Listen-
art Owl-pre-
hension Te.sts.

14. and 17- I8 piper _and_ pencil,

m Itiple-choice
format

Nlacmillan Ed-
ucation Ltd.,
floundsmills.
liassingsioke
Hampshire.
England R021
2X5

2(1 NIACOS.,N Listen-
ing :Ind Speak-
ing Tests

E. Platter, W.R. speaking: listen-

Unruh. I.. Muir mg

& K.D. loose .

Test lkivlop-
fife-rd/fir
:Assessing ,.

grades 3, 6. 9,
and 12

oral speakingtest ad-.
ministered to small
groups. each -sou-

dent reSpiinding in
turn: responses

tape recorded:

Achievement in
tiNtenin, pistr
.5'peaking. 'the
MiniSter'S Ad-
visory Commit-
tee gin Student

written speaking
test and listening_

test group adnunis-
tend: paper and
pencil, multiple-
choice format

Achievement
Planning and
Research. Al-
berta Educa-
tion. 1011)5
109 Street. Ed-
monton, Al-_
berm. Canada
T5.1 2V2
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TABLE t (cont.)

InStriniient
Number Title Source

Skills
Tested

Target
Populatiims

Mode of
Administration

21 MaSitch-uSeitS MasSaehu.:etis listening grade.. 7-12 group_ administered

_

Assessment of
Basic Skills

_ _1,Ln-1i:tingle:vs

Derwinent_of
EducatiOn, lit,
reau of Re-________

search and
ASSesSment.

With tape recorded

instructions: listen-
ing passages, and

multiple-6°11:e
response

Boston. MA
02116

22 Massachusetts MaSSachuSettS Speaking grades 7--I2 two-tiered system

Assessment of
Basic Skills
Speaking Test

Depanment of
Education. Hu-
reau Of RC-

search and

Assessment.

Boston: MA
02116

.

With eliiS.Sroom_

teachers rating typ-
ical speaking abili-_
ties, and individual
interviews for stu-
dents who fail to
pass the initial
screening

2 3 Nleast.,'e of Coln- S. C. Riccillo. Speaking ages 2' to 4 individually adminis-

niunie1itiiin

Competence

Childri.)1.:1

SpeCt il and

yezirS tered, responses

tape recorded

Cianinuan.atiCc
Campetence.

Unpublished
doctoral disser-
tation, Univer-
sity of DetiVer,
1974 Univer-
sity Microfilms
No. 75.221(1

24 Metropolitan
Achievement

The Psychological
Corporation;

listening grades k 4 group administered,
multiple-choice:

Tests: Listening
nimpreheirami

757 Third Ave-
nue, Ness

paper and pencil
format

York. NY
101117

25 Michigan Educa- Michigan Utica- listening grades 4, 7; and group administered:

tiomilAssess-
iiient Program:
;Listening Test

tional Assess-
mein Program.
Michigan De-
partment of

10 piper and _pencil ,

multipleehmee
format

Education.
P.O. Iiii,
30008. Lan-
sing. Nil 41.1909
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TABLE I (conta

In ;mullein
Nuniher Tit', S011ree

Skills
"Fested

Target
Populations

Mode Of
Administration

26 N,itiOnal Assess- See. N.A. Sle:B.I, speaking; listen- ;life 17 group administered:....
I ein of Educa-
tional Progress

The Develop
men! ol an In

Inc: altitudes multiple-choice:.:..
paper and pencil :

Pilot 'rest of An.tnnent jot. format. tape re- .;

Speaking and ,.1%%eAvitte corded instruction's

1,i Sterling ktiturtotta/
Commwm anon
Competence of

.tievemeen

l'eor.Olils.
published dig=MS:

sertation,

l"niversity of
Denver. 1977

27 Nett York State Division ofEdu- liStening grade 12 group admihiStered:

R.:.gents Coin- cation:II Test- examiner reads

prehoisive E x-
aminarion in
English: 1,is-
ceiling Section

Mg. New York
State Education
Department Al-
bany: NY

passages aloud:

multiple-ehoice
format

12134

2 New York Salle- Division of Ldii- Speaking: liSten- grade 12 for Speaking Section

it ide Achieve-
ment

Examination in
English

eational lest-
ing. New York
State Edne:ition
Department,
Albany. NY
12234

ing students present

brief monologues
on supplied topics
in class: listening
Section is group
administered: pas-
sages are read

aloud: multiple-
choice format

29 Oliphant Tests:
Auditory Sii-
thesrting Test
and Auditory

Educators Pub-
lishing Service:
Cambridge.
MA 02138

.auditory memory age 7-14 sounds arc presented
that examinee must
hold in memory or
discriminate

Discrimination
Memory 'rest

30 Oral Linguage EMC Corporation speaking: listen- elementary: individually adminis-

Evaluation St. Paul, MN ing: interaction Spanish.

EngliSli
tered: student's
discussion of sup-
plied stimuli IN
tape recorded and
transcribed

9



TABLE 1 (cont.)

IrWrunient
Number Title Source

Skills
Tested

Target

PtiNlations
Mode of

Administration

31 Profile of Non- R. Rosenthal; nonverbal decod- grades 3 -6: high group administered:

verbal Sensitiv-
ity

J.A. Hall,
M.R. Di Mateo.
P.L.- Rogers.
and D. Archer.

ing school students view vid-
eotape or film;
multiple-choice re-
sponse flirniat

Seennui irii to

Nonverbal
Communication
Baltimore: John

1 Hopkins Uni-
ver.,;ity Press.

1979

31 PRI Reading Sys- Me GramHill; listening: nonver- grades k--3 group administered:

terns. Oral
Language Skill

Ness York. NY
10036

hal decoJing niultiple:choice
format

(lusters

33 SRA Achieve- Science Research listening: auditory grades k-3 group administered:

ruent Series Associates,

Inc. 155 North
Wacker Dr.;

discrimination paper and pencil.
multiple-choice
format

Chicago. IL
60606

34 Sequential Tests Addison-Wesley, listening grades 3-12 group administered:

of Educational
Progress: Lis-
telling

Reading, MA
01867

multiple-choice
format

35 Stanford Achieve- Harcourt Brace listening gri.ileS I -6 group -itdminisWred:

36

mentTests:
Listening Com-
prehension

Stanfill Early

Jovanovieh.
New York, NY
HMI 7

Harcourt Brace listening grirdeS k- I

multiple-choice
paper and pencil
format

group adminktered:

School
Achievement
Test

Jovanieh. Ness

York. NY
10017

multiple-choice.
paper and Pencil
format
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TABLE 1 (cons:}

Instrument
Number Title Source

Ski IIS

Tested
Target

Populations
Mo-de of

Adniinistration

37

38

39

Situational Lan-
guage Ta SkS

Speech in the
Classroom: As-
esitiertt In-
struments of
Speaking Ski 11S

Test of Adoles-
cent Language

1. E. Conrad.
R. K. Rent-
troy.. K. Mere-
dith. and .1. M.

tfve
Satuaiond

-_-1 n1,4 eoa
Ths&s in an M-
ow-TEEM and
7717y tvous
Comparison
Et luation: Tut:-
son, AZ: Uni-
versity of
Arizona
lege of fiduca-
lion. 1976

Bureau of Currie-
UIUM Services.

Pennsylvania
Department of
Education. 333
Market Street.
Harrisburg. PA
17126

:'RD -ED. 333
Perry Brooks
Building. Aus-
tin. TX 78701

speaking: listen-
ing; interaction

speaking: speak-
ing experience:
attitudes

speaking: listen-
ing

grades 1-3

grades 1-12

ages 11-18

includes whole -class

diseilision. and
structured and un-
structured small
group diSeusstont

talk is recorded .

and transcribed

assessment of speak-
ing skillS individu-
ally administered.
others group ad-
ministered: paper
and pencil. multi-
ple-chmee format

speaking tests indi-
vidually adminis-
tered: listening
tets group admin-
istered: paper and
pencil. multiple-
choice format

40 lest cif Communication listening: nonver- grades k-6 group administered:

Accuracy in
Children

Research Asso-
ciation. P.O.

bal decoding lu It iple-ch o ice

format

Box 11012:
Salt Lake City.
UT 84111

41 Torrance 'rests of Scholastic Testing creative thinking: grades k-3 individually adminis-
Creative l'hink:
ing: Verbal

Service. Inc..
480 Myer Rd:

speaking tered

Test Bensenville.
IL. 60106

42 Utah Test of Lan- Communication speaking: listen- ages 2-14 individually adminis-
guage Develop-
ment (Direct

Research Asso-

ciates. Inc..
ing; general
language ability

tered

Test Version Box 10012.
Salt lake City.
UT 84111

11



TABLE 1 (cont.)

Instrument
Number Title Siiiiree

Skills
Tested

Target

Populations

Mode of
Administration

4 Vermont BaNil: nit Depart- speaking: listen- grades k-12 .iriety of simulation

ci mipetency
Program

. Speaking and

ment of Linea-
lion:
Nlompelter. VT

iiig: interiietiiiii Lisks And observa-
tions conducted in
i. lassrooms

Listening Al-
sessments

05602

43 Wiilliier Test of N. K. Wallner. listening grades k-1 recorded instructions.

listening ofii
prehension

-Die Develop-
ment of a

._________ liStenitie Iiii..;Sates

and responses:

Listening
Cumprehension
TeSt Iiir Kin-
deQorten and

multiPL:ehbiee
liiriitat: adminis-
tered to small
groups

Beeinnine First
_ .. _ .

eG: Edit-rad

cattifroill and
l'Avehidomo.cil

Measuremcnt:
1974. 3-4. 391
39b

45 Westside High
School Mini-
mum (:onipe-
leniy Test

Westside Com-
munity
Schools._
()Malta. NI:

Si-ie.-id:Eng =Made 11) students preen! indi-
vidual talks to
group

Only four of the items are evaluative, and only one makes reference to the overall
adequacy of the measure as a tool for assessing communication competence. This approach

was adopted for several reasons. FirSt, it is not possible to recommend or condemn instruments
without knowledge of the specific purpoSeS for which they are being used An instrument that

is useful for evaluating program or teacher effectiveness may not be adequate-for- placing -
students in individualized instruction (Rubin; 1981). Second, in the absence of a consensually
acceptable model of competent communication; it is difficult to evaluate instruments' content
and construct validity. Objectives and competency lists adopted in one jurisdiction may diverge

widely from those that guide_ test selection in another district; For example Some ,districts
emphasize fOrmal, mechanical aspects of vocal delivery (e.g., Gary Community SchoOl Ceir-

poration; 1977-1978), while others -focus on functional aspects of executing communication
tasks (e:g., Vermont Department of Edbeatibn, 1977). At least for the present, selection of
evaluation criteria and instruments should be conducted at local levels in accordance with

enlightened community standards: Finally; it is anticipated that the primary -users of these
reviews will not be speech communication scholars; but rather evaluatiiiii specialists and school

administrators. The instrument review form reflects the general concernsof thiS target audience

with respect to psychometric adequacy and administrative feasibility.

The section of the instrument review form on validity is concerned with the extent to which
the instrument actually measures the skills or knowledge it intends to measure: Validity may
he determined in many ways and the presence Of iiiiiltiple validity studies using different methods

and different target populations strengthens the case fciat the instrument actually measures what

it purports to measure.

12



Predictive validity deals with the ability of the instrument to predict performance on another
measure that is known to be valid and that is theoretically related to the instrument in question.
For example, a test of communication competence might be assumed to predict success in jobs
that rely heavily on oral communication.

Concurrent validity is similar to predictive validity except that it focuses on the relationship
between individuals' performance on the instrument in question and on other instruments that
measure the same thing. I f a group of students were administered a speaking performance test
and were also rated by their speech teacher, then the correlation on these two measures would
be a test of concurrent validity.

Canton validit indicates the degree to which the content of an instrument represents the
domain of knowledge and skills it intends to measure. Content validity is usually determined
through expert judgment. One common method is where experts are given a description of the
test objectives and then asked to categorize each item by these objectives. Content validity is
measured by the degree of agreement among judges in the category-assignments.

!Wilding a case for construct validity takes many forms: Construct validity includes any
experiment that sheds light on the nature of the phenomenon that the instrument is trying to
measure. Factor analysis of the items in an instrument is sometimes conducted in order to
explore the underlying reLtionships among the items. Theoretical models about thephenomenon
are used to formulate and test hypotheses about Ifow the instrument should operate. For example,
several listening comprehension tests could be administered to students along with reading and
intelligence tests. If listening is a unique skill; then the listening tests should be more highly
correlated with one another than with the tests of the other abilit:cs: A third coma on method
for examining construct validity is the known groups method. Here the instrument is admin-
istered to two populations that are known to possess and not possess the knowledge or skill
being measured. The degree to which the instrument separates the population into the appropriate
subgroups is a measure of construct validity.

The section of the review form on reliability reports the measurement accuracy of the
instrument. There are various methods for determining reliability. Test-retest reliability mea-
sures the stability of an instrument over time. Assuming that the respondents have not been
exposed to instruction and have not undergone a major growth in the knowledge or skills being
measured. they should receive approximately he same score on an instrument at two points in
time. This is a measure of test-retest reliability.

In sonic cases instruments are designed to have alternate forms that are equivalent in content
and difficulty. The correlation between individuals' scores on the different forms is a test of
alternate forms

Taking the concept of alternate forms reliability a step further; it is possible to think of an
instrument as a random set of items; each of which is a "test" of some part of the content
domain: The degree to which thi.4 respondents' performance on one item is related to their
performance on other items is a measure of internal consistency reliability.

Tests of performance are markedly different from paper and pencil tests. For these tests.
measurement takes place within the person who assigns the rating or score. Here_ the reliability
of the scorer is at issue, not the ieliahility of the test. Scoring reliability is usually assessed by
having more than one person rate the same performance. The correlations or percentages of
agreement in these ratings is a test of scoring reliability. Usually scorers are evaluated for
reliability after training but before they begin rating. However, to insure that scorers remain
consistent over time, it is important to check their reliability during the scoring process as well.

As a part of the development of sonic large scale assessment instruments, worming or criterion
.setting studies are conducted and these are also discussed on the review tbrm. For these studies,
the instrument is administered to a large number of respondents and the_ results provide per
lbrmance benchmarks for future users of the instrument. Norming studies for standardized

13
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achievement test yield charts that transform raw scores into normed scores, most frequently

grade equivalence. Stanuard setting studies are sometimes conducted for tests that measure

mastery of specific objectives----criteriOn referenced tests. Data collet from samples of

students is usually compared with data from another source, such as teacher ratings, to determine

what test scores represent mastery level: A caution for all northing and criterion setting data

is that the characteristics of the original population assessed may be different from the population

that the user is assessing.

TYPES OF RESPONSE AND SCORING PROCEDURES

Listening

Multiple-choice ,ormats are the stock-in-trade of standardized_ testing. Questions are designed

so that each has a single correct answer; tests caii he gilided easily by machine or template
without any problems of unreliability in scoring. Item difficiilty is readily ascertained and

controlled, and test forms can be equated by well-established Methods. Two indirect tests of

speaking ability attempted to utilize multiple-choice responses (20, 26), but the technique is

widely represented among tests of listening proficiency (1, 2, 3, 4; 8. 19, 20. 21, 24, 27, 28,

32; 33, 34, 35, 40, 44). (Note: Ia.. numbers correspond to the instrument numbers used in
Table I and instrument reviews in Chapter 2.) Not only are multiple - choice, questions used to

measure literal comprehension; but also to assess higher order abilities like recognition of
speaker's purpose, inference-making; and aspects of critical liStening. One of the drawbacks

of many multiple-choice listening tests is that students must read printed questions and response

alternatives, thus confounding listening ability with reading ability. Some listening tests combat

this prOblem by using tape recorded presentations of questions and response options (21, 25,

26): Others use pictures instead of verbal response options (4, 33, 40).
Another technique employed in some Measures of listening skill is behavioral response. In

particular; this type of performance measure is used in direction following tasks (1; II, 16,

34. 42. 43). In general these tasks approximate normal listening activity, and thus they are

more valid than less direct measures. However, in some uses the_types of behavioral responses

demanded may be quite artificial (e:g:: "Place a circle around the second largest square").

Speaking

The most common means For assessing speaking skill are performance rating scales (4, 13, 14,

15. 16, 17, 20, 22, 28, 30. 3S, 43, 4:). Ruhin (1981) discusses a number of factors pertaining

to the use of this technique in large scale assessments. Their major disadvantageslie in the

--potential for unreliable scoring and in the relatively large expenditures of staff time: Some

systemS seek to avoid the costs of external ratersby having classroom teachers evaluate students'

typical (22) or elicited (28, 38, 43) speech: This approach would seem to exacerbate the problem

of rating error, and beg the question of time allocations.

Alternatives to using performance rating scales in assessing speaking ability are techniques

that take particular discourse featureS as indicators of quality of expression. For example, Loban

(1976) and McCaleb (1978) both suggest the iNe of measures of syntactic complexity for

assessing oral proficiency Some measures of discourse features require speech samples to be

transcribed and scored later (4-optional, 30-optional, 37). Others call for on the spot judgment

of the presonce or'atrice of specified features; and thiiS they do not require transcriptions (7.

16, 42). In general,thetypes of features measured are essentially linguistic such as total number

of words, lexical diVerSitticulation, and sentence expansion (4; 7, 16, 23, 37,_42). Other

evaluation schemes of thiS typ eirtiploy a combination of linguistic and whole-text descriptions
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(1.7, 30). Whble-text descriptions include such rubrics as, "Narrative that goes beyond the
information given in the pictorial stimulus." Extreme caution is in order, however, in inter-
preting specific discourse features as indicators of quality; Concurrent validity; wherein such
features are shown to predict judgments of overall quality, has rarely ben established; Indeed;
evidence has accumulated that directly contradicts the use of syntactic complexity in particular,
as a measure of quality of expression (Crowhurst, 1979).

When speaking tasks are structured in a way that permits objective measurement of success,
it is possible to derive measures of communication effectiveness. For example, it is possible
to use "shift of opinion ballots," which ask audience members to indicate their attitudes toward
'a topic both before and after the delivery of a persuasive speech; to measure the effectiveness
of the speaker. Referential communication tasks (Dickson and Patterson; 1979) measure com-
munication effectiveness of a speaker by seeing whether a listener can identify the correct
object from an array based on the speaker's description of the object. Effectiveness of small
group communication c- in be evaluated by assigning a unique-solution problem to a group acrd
then recording the accuracy and speed of their solution. These techniques, however, do not
elicit uncontaminated measures of individual communication competence because audience
characteristics; listener skill; and group composition are factors beyond the control of the speaker
and can affect communication success; The effectiveness of some referential communication
tasks, however, can be assessed without recourse to measuring listener accuracy. For example,
some tasks require the speaker to state the attributes of an object or geometric figure that
uniquely describe it. Communication effectiveness is evaluated simply by counting the number
of critical features that the speaker identifies (Fiche, Rubin, and Turner, 1980).

Conspicuous in its absence from the instruments reviewed is use of interaction coding systems
for assessing communication skill: Such devices are based on observations of naturalistic
interactions. They include simple sociograms indicating the frequency and direction of com-
munication flow, as well as category systems that may classify communicators' messages as
constructive or dysfunctional vis-a-vis group maintenance and task functions (Bales, 1953):

CONTENT OF ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS

Listening

Listening is not a unitary skill; but it is rather a complex of subskills, each of which is brought
into play to greater or lesser degrees depending on the nature of the listening task.(Lundsteen,
1979). It is natural; therefore; that tests of listening ability tap a variety of skills. Test users
should make sure that the listening test selected conforms to their particular measurement
objectives.

Most often, listening tests measure literal comprehension of spoken material (1, 3, 4, 6, 8,
19, 20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 32, 33, 34, 35). It should be noted that comprehension is
generally confused with recall or retention, since_ questions typically follow some extended
discourse; Two testing methods alleviate this confusion. The Cloze Test (5) provides verbal
context that may lessen reliance on memory. Similarly; tests that deliberately select brief
passages and present few questions for each passage (21) may tax memory to a lesser extent.

Many listening tests focus on listening for directions (1; 11; 16; 42, er); a type of purposeful
listening that is readily measured by accuracy of behavioral response (e.g., circling the correct
item, drawing_ the proper path On a map). Other listening skills frequently measured include
recognition of speaker's purpose (21, 25, 27), making inferences or interpretations beyond
material given (3. 4, 19, 2(l, 21, 25, 27, 28, 32), and summarizing (25, 43).

A few listening instruments emerge as covering rather unique content. The Listening Com-
prehension Tests (19) includeouhtests reflecting ability to interpret paralinguistic cues and also
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ability to render social judgments from speech. Several tests not reviewed here also measure
sensitivity to paralinguistic cues (Smith-Elliot Listening Test; Davitz and Mattis, 1964)._ An
orientation to functions of listening (for example, to gain information or to evaluate Credibility),
as Opposed to subskills, is displayed by the NAEP Pilot Test (26) as well as the Massachusetts

Assessment of BasiC_Skills (21). The NAEP Pilot Test (26) and the Smith-Elliot Test (Learning
Dynamics. Inc.) make sonic provision to assess comprehension of facial and gestural com-
munication.

Some of the subskills tested by instruments reviewed here are abstracted from any reasonably
constructed communication context. These subskills, while critical to communicative listening,
are se narrow that they might better be considered receptive language skills. Such receptive
language skills include. most prominently. vocabulary (1. 2, 3. 4; 6; 8; 15. 31; 38; 40); syntax
i_31 ).and phoneme recognition and discrimination (3. 13, 29.32, 33, 36; 39; 40): Phonemic
discrimination and identification is viewed as essential for reading readiness, but should not
he construed as a measure of listening ability.

Outside of the classroom, the bulk of listening activity takes place in the course of interaction.
When referential communication tasks assessing skit s of both the speakers and the listeners
permit free oral interchange (9; 10; 18); these tests approximate interactive communication.
Other instruments measure interactive listening skill more indirectly by including conversational
speech among their listening passages (21. 25, 2b). In general; however; interactive listening
is an area calling for vigorous test development efforts.

Speaking

The content of ~peaking assessment procedures is as varied as that of listening tests._ One way
in which this content can he categorized is in terms of triode of discourse. At the elementary_
age level, most tasks itre either narrative (4, 43) or descriptive (9; 10; 18, 22). A number of
tests designed tbr non-native speakers also rely on story - telling (15, 17. 30). For older native
English speztkers, greater variety is evident. The tasks often call for exposition in the form of
extended momilogues (13. 20, 38, 43, 43). Other modes of discourse include extended per-
suasive monologues or simulated persuasive conversations (13, 22. 43). telephone conversations
(22: 43): introductions (43); and responding to questions in an interview (13, 23, 43).

Speech assessment procerlure- can be categorized in terms of communication situations as

well. In pzirticular. it is useful to examine the types of audiences that are featured in oral
_

pertbrmance tasks. Of course, students will be aware of the examiner as an ultimate audience.
I lowever, in the majority of instruments reviewed, the examiner is the sole audience to whom
tridents speak. Speztkers do not typically communicate in order that their oral proficiency may

be evaluated. Indeed, evaluation usually inhibits communication. To the extent that assessment
procedures offer no pretense for speaking other than evaluation, these procedures yield inac-
curiae samples of communication performance.

A single examiner-audience is most natural in interview situations (13, 23, 43). One pitfall
of interview situations is that the interviewer may exert overriding influence on students' speech
behavior, resulting in considerable unreliability (Mullen, 1978; Hitchman.1966; Bazen, 1978).
A single exitininer-audience is most anomalous in those situations in which students are called
upon to deliver a speech to that individual (13). The problem of unnatural audiences is somewhat

relieved by procedures that simulate situations involving realistic speaker/audience relations:
These procedures may ask students to simulate an emergency telephone call to a police operator.
giving directions to a stranger, or persuading a friend to grant some favor (22: 43). These
simulation tasks; however. confuse speech proficiency with role-playing ability.

Group discussion has been accorded great importance as an instructional technique, and
British educators have attempted to utilize small group peer interaction as an assessment situation
(Barnes, 1980). Of the instruments reviewed here, only two sample naturalistic interaction in
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peer groups (37. 43). Dyadic referential communication tasks (10. 12, 18) also approximate

natural speaker/audience relations

Criteria
/'

A final aspect of oral asses Anent content that reqiiineS examination is evaluation criteria. Along

what dimensions of quality do the instruments render judgments'? Listening tests arc primarily

concerned with accuracyaccuracy of recall; of following dire:di-Ohs, of perceptionsabout

social reltitionshipS, Conceivably. tests could he devised that provide information about listening

aeti'..ity. us well. Such instrutiients would indicate what type of listening (critical. aesthetic.

informative) students are engaging in during the course of a stimtlus passage. and the degree

of coneentrrition or construeriVe aSSiiiiilatiOn that characterizes their listening. processes.

Speech assessment procedureS exhibit a fair amount of consistency in their evaluation criteria.

Becker (1962) found that typical Speech rating scales reflect only three clusters of.judgmenr

despite the fact that they may include a larger number Of variously labelled criteria: These

clusters are content. delivery: and language. 'These criteria, with the addition of organization:

iccotint tor most performance rating scales reviewed in this report (13. 20. 22, 28. 45). Despite

this consistency_ in the nature of criteria; rating schemes differ .n the weight accorded each

criterion and differ in the planner in which the criteria are defined. In particular, instruments

wiry in their treatment of language. Some instruments weight language most heavily of the

criteria: while others apportion emphaSiS score equally among dimensions of quality. One rating

scale. for &vim*: devotes three of seven items to riSpeei of language, while the remainder

concern delivery factors (H); Procedures that result in single, general impression scores rather
.

than analytic judgments i 28. 38) by design provide no guidance in how criteria are to be

weighted. The definition of language quality adopted by some instruments stresses conformity

to the conventions of standard American English (13: 45); Other instruments. particularly those

designed for non-native snettkerS. convey' more detailed, information about the types of gram-

matical structures mastered (15. 16. 37. 39).
Just as some listening tests were ehartieteriZed as so narrow as to quality more as tests of

receptive language: so are some spetiking tests ,rileaStireS Of productive language: and not

communication. This is certainly true of procedures that ask students to imitate words or

sentences in isolation and then apply criteria that evaluate articulation or grammatical inter-

torence of a first language (29, 39, 42); It is no less true of procedures that incorporate some

communicative context like an interview. and then rate speakers on exclusively linguistic

grounds (Mullen. 1978) Merely eliciting language by means of a communicative task does

not constitute a t.tst of communication competence (Carroll. 1980): To repeat an earlier caution

concerning discourse features, it is risky to aSSiime untested relations between linguistic prop-

erties and overall quality of expression.
A few speaking instruments that emphasi.te langtrage quality criteria reflect the contextual

aril interactive aspects of communication better than many Of the more conventional rating

scales. These Instruments measure the degree to which kinpiage is apprcpriatc or adapted to

the dernandS of the communication task. For example. ratings of a response may depend on

the type of question asked (23)._ Or a test may measure the (I,--gree of elaboration, not just

simple labelling. that is ekpeet.til in a response to a narrative task (4. 17. 30). Rating scale

items may express communication Oriented criteria like "appropriateness'' or "intelligibility.'
rather than formal linguistic properties like sentence StrUcture, standard usage: or correct pro-

nunciation.

ADMINISTRATIVE FEASIBILITY

If measures of speaking and listening proficieneY are tO be adopted for large scale assessment

programs. they must he administratively feasible. They iiiust not consume excessive amounts
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of pupil time, 1:iust not require unreasonable allocation of personnel for administration and
scoring, and must not require highly spec;ialized training for administration, scoring, and inier-
pretation. Unlike other basic skills, however, communication is a complex, interactive behavior.
Therefore, tests of communication competence are apt to be more expensive than many other
large scale assessment procedures.

Many tests of listening ability are, hoo/ever, amenable to group administration (I, 2, 3, 5,
6, 8, 19, 21; 24; 25, 26, 27, 32, Even skill at following directions can be assessed in
this manner (1; 34, 43). Tape recorded administration instructions and response options (21,
25, 26) not only reduce unreliability and confounding with reading ability, but they also
contribute to ease of testing. Some listening measures, on the other hand, allow kir a wider
range of response mOdes (11, 15, 16, 43), and these require individual administration.

Assessments o'. speaking skill conducted as interviews or as extended monologues naturally
demand individual administration. Moreover, it is advisable to use multiple raters to insure
leiability. This can he accomplished by assigning two staff members for "live" rating; or by
tape recording performances for subsequent evaluation by two raters: One instrument attempts
to reduce the testing burden by requiring classroom teachers to screen their students based on
their typical classroom communication behavior and to refer only those students "in question"
for individual assessment (22). However, there is some evidence that suggests that these screen
ratings were subject to bias, and they are not reliable.

It is poSsible to reduce administration costs by using group communication tasks, since a
number of students can be evaluated during the course of; say, a twenty minute discussion
session (Fo Ilard and Robertson; 1976). Similarly; referential communication tasks (9, 10, 18)
may also be adapted to simultaneous administration to several dyads. Workers at the University
of Wisconsin - Madison Research and Development Center for Individualized Schooling are
presently experimenting with a promising application of mini-computers which present stimulus
arrays lOr referential tasks and record accuracy of decoding. The least practical methods_ of
oral examination are those that require subsequent transcription and analysis of speech samples
(37). Also, sere procedures require raters who are well trained in identifying linguistic struc-
tures (7, 16, 42).

TARGET POPULATIONS AND POTENTIAL SOURCES
OF TEST BIAS

The instruments reviewed here cover theentire K-12 age range, although the elementary grades
receive particular emph::sis. especially among commercially developed instruments. Several of
the measures ,include alternate arms that can be administered in English or in Spanish (15,
16, 17, 30). Indeed, it appears that sophisticated advances in communication assessment have
emerged from the field of second language testing (Carroll; 1980). Only a single instrument
is specifically designated as appropriate for special education populati9ns (11).

Stiggins (I 981) disdisses a number of sourceof bias in communication testing: Instruments
vary considerably in their efforts to minimize group bias effects, Some technical manuals
document the work of minority group reviewers who examined items in order to eliminate
potential bias (26). Other manuals tabulate normative data separately for black and white students

. (4). It should be noted. however, that differences in central tendency are not, themselves,
evidence of test bias. Rather, a test is biased if it over- or under-predicts scores on some
independently administered criterion measure (Cleary, 1968). In the absence of criterion mea-
sures of communication quality; it is difficult to ascertain test bias. The majority of instruments
reviewed here; however; do not address the issue of potential group biases: Indeed, some
scoring rubrics assign particillar weight to standard English dialect patterns, a procedure that
likely places nonstandard dialect speakers at a disadvantage.
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LOCALLY DEVELOPED INSTRUMENTS

Developing instruments locally for assessing listening and speaking requires considerable time
and effort as well as familiarity with measurement and content concerns; Often it is not feasible
to submit locafly developed instruments to the same degree of technical review for reliability
or vtilidity ascommercially developed instruments. Howeyer. there are some situations where
local development of assessment instruments is desirable. For_example. a school district may
adopt a set of specific speaking and listening competencies and develop an instructional program
directed toward building those competencies. In order to measure its success, the district may
find that it is better to develop a test locally that is tailored to its specific competencies than
to use existing tests that only measure some of those competencies or that only measure those
competencies ,indirectly. The following brief step-by-step descriptions of the development pro-
cess provide direction to'local agencies that wish to develop their own speaking and listening
instruments.

Listening

To deternune the listening skills and type of listening tasks that are important, local developers
should bei.1,n by defining the types of listening skills and tasks that students should be able to
perform. In developing this list, developers will find it helpfUl to review curricular objectives,
instructional materials; and teaching practices. They should involve a full range of people
concerned with the results of the assessment; for example; teachers; curriculum specialists;
administrators, parents. and students. The resulting list may focus on skills that are important
to all listening situations, for example, understanding main ideas and details. These skills may
be similar to reading comprehension skills. The list may also focus on specific listening tasks
that are considered important, for example, listening to ditections, listening to a lecture, or
listening on the telephone. It is critical that the skills and tasks listed be as specific as possible
so that they may be objectively measured.

The next step in developing listening assessment instruments is to assemble stimuli that the
students will listen to in the assessment; These stimuli should reflect the listening tasks identified
in the first stop. Listening material may be drawn from existing sources. Natural listening
material such as public service announcements, commercials, or news stories make particularly
good material. It is also possible to write material that particularly reflects the tasks identified
in the first step. Care should be taken to use material that is relatively short, is interesting to
students. and does not reflect a bias toward a particular sex, racial/ethnic, socioeconomic, or
geographic group.

The actual production of stimulus material may take two forms; The material may be written
in script form so that it may be read aloud by the test administrator; or it may he recorded on
audiotape or videotape. The advantage of taped materials is that they guarantee standard ad-
ministration and allow for variety in stimulus material, such as various voices, conversations,
or sound effects.

Several possibid types of listening items may be developed. The most typical is multiple-
choice items that ask a question about the listening stimulus and provide several possible
response options: Another type is short-answer items that ask a question and require the student
to write a short response: A third type; used for following direction tasks; presents graphic
material, such as a map, and asks the student to complete a certain task like drawing a route
onto the map. A variation of this listening item is to describe an object and ask the student to
draw the object or to select the appropriate object from a set of pictures. In all cases, item
development should folloW established standards for item construction that May be found in
measurement textbooks.
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It is imptissible to identify all the possible confusing or problematic aspects of stimulus
material or items until they have been held tested with a sample of students who are similar
to those who will he assessed. 'file results of fitild testing may be used to pick the best Stimuli.

items: Measurement textbooks provide some simple techniques rde reviewing field test
data. In addition: field testing provides information about the amount of time it takeS most
students to complete the items. This information should be used to est:Nish the time limits for

the finalized test.

Speaking

Similar to listening instrument development, to determine the speaking skills and types of
speaking tasks that are important. !mil developers must first define the types of Speaking skills
and tasks ktudents should be able to perform: The steps in this process arc the same as they

are fkir listening. The resulting list may focus on specific skills important in all speaking

fOr example, speaking distinctly or speaking in an organized fashion; The list may
also focus on specific tasks that are considered important, for example, giving directions. giving
a speech. or asking questions. As with listening, it is critical that the speaking skills and tasks
listed he as specific as possible so that they may be observed and measured.

Two types of tipproaches are used in assessing speaking behaviors. First, in an observational

the student's behavior may be observed and assessed unobstrusively. Second, in a
Structured assessment approach. the student may be asked to perform one or more structured

speaking tasks, and his or her_ Performance on_ the tasks is then assessed.
If an observational approach is taken, the developer must decide what speaking behaviors

will be observed, for example, asking questions, responding to questions, or speaking in group

discussions: In ziddition, the developer needs to decide how many times each student will he

observed and for how long. The observer may be the regular classroom teacher or someone

friini outside the classroom, such as a teacher from another grade level, a chairperson. or a
counsel-or.

If a structured approach is adopted. the developer must decide on what type of speaking

tasks will be used. Also the developer must decide On the setting for the tasks. The student

might be asked to perform certain tasks in front of the entire class, in a small group setting.

or in a one-on-one situation with the assessor. Again, the assessor may be the classroom teacher

or someone from outside the classroom.
NeXt,_a scoring system that describes acceptable and unacceptable levels of perforinance for

the speaking skills or tasks already identified in the first step must be developed. The scoring

system may involve a two-point determination: the behavior of interest is either present or

absent, the student can be heard or cannot be heard. Alternatively the scoring system may

define a continuum of behaviors that range from lowest to highest: the student is very disor-

ganized while speaking; somewhat disorganized, fairly well organized, or very well organized.

However, when a continuum is used it is necessary to describe each level of the scale in terms

Of specific behaviors that represent that point in the scale. The resulting scoring system will

he used either for observation ratings or structured ratings: as determined previously in the

second step.
Once the basic tipproach is established and the scoring system is developed; it is necessary

to train raters in the use of the system. Training should include thorough instruction in the
categories in the scoring system, provision of examples of perfOrmance that represent the various

categories. and opportunities for the raters to pra_ctice rating student perfOrniance. Raters should

have ample opportunity to ask questions about the categories and discuss their practice ratings.

Often training will lead to alterations in the scoring.system It is possible that some initial

distinctions. made in the scoring system will prove impossible to observe in actual performance.

Once the system is finalized and raters are comfortable in their ability to make ratings: raters
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should he tested for interrater reliahility. They should he given several samples of performance
and asked to rate Mem without discussion: The degree of agreement among the raters is a
measure of interrater reliability. Raters should also he trained in test administration procedures
either for observations or for structural assessments.

The final steps in conducting the assessment are data collection and scoring. These activities
may happen sumiltaneously or in stages. Ratings may he made_ on the spot. or the_speaking
performance of students may he audiotaped or videotaped and scored at a later time. The
advantage of recording performance is that it allows for scoring in a more controlled environ-
ment:

In addition to testing interrater reliability at the end of training: the reliability of the ratings
also should he checked during the assessment. If ratings are conducted on the spot. it is necessary
tO have more than one person simultaneously rate students. If ratings are conducted later. it is
necessary to have more than one person rate the recordings. Checking the reliability does not
have to occur for every rating but SIMuld he COndUcted at random for at least 10 percent of the
ratings.

SELECTED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES

What Should be Tested?

Ideally we should test what we teach. But in most cases adoption of oral _communication
competencies by state and focal educational agencies is a new phenomenon. MOreiiVer, even
when such competencies are adopted. the extent and fidelity with which they filter dOWn to

classroom practice is unknown. Therefore a major research priority in assessment is to deter-
mine current classroom practices in speech communication; While educators periodically con-
duct status surveys of classes designated as "Speech (e.g., Brown: et al:: 1979: Rubin:
1980h), the need here is fora more comprehensive survey of all English language arts instruction.

Most probably. we would discover that deliberate teaching of oral communication skills is
largely neglected in American public schools. Even in Great Britain. where "oracy'' has enjoyed
greater emphasis in curriculUm thicuments, little explieit speech communication instruction
takes place '(Barnes, 1980). Therefore, the content domain of communication assessment prob-
ably cannot he defined by what is taught: but by what ought to he taught. As Barnes (1980,
p. 125) observes of the British schools, Any monitoring of oracy during secondary schooling
will he proposing a wider range of curricular concerns in oracy than schools preSently undertake:

. . Thus, in secondary schools at least, the monitoring of oracy is likely to he leading practice
in SchoOIS rather than responding to it.'' We return in a later section on educational utility to
the issue of what Wilkinson (1968) terms "washback.

The specification of a content domain for testing. then. exerts impact on instruction. Wiemann
and Backlund (!980) describe some of the divergent attempts to define "communication com-
petence: Larson (1978) notes that the definitional problem is the greatest impediment to
assessing speech communication: Testers who have accepted the definition of the.National
Speech Communication Competency Project (Allen and Brown: 1976) in constructing measures
Of listening and speaking skill were unable to devise suitable Items for all of the components
Specified (McCaleb. 1979: Mead, 1977). Furthermore, all components of communication com-
petence may not he within the proper purview of the public schools. For example. Wei-mann
(1977) includes self - disclosure as among communication competence behaviors, but public
schools officials may not believe it is their role to inculcate sell-disclosure in their students.
Thus: it may not be feasible or advisable to test the entire th..nain of communication competence
(assuming it can be defined in a satisfactory fashion): However: no principles or methods exist
for sampling from the content domain.
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An especially troublesome issue pertaining to the VtiliditV Of Oral communication tests con -

cerns the role of language knowledge and general verbal ability. Functional communication

competence. it is generally agreed: is the ability to use codes (verbal and nonverbal) appro-

priately in situations (e.g.. Larson. et al.. 1978). Instruments that measure knowledge of the
_

conventions of uo English are not tests of communication competence. although proce-

dures calling lOr use of standard English in particular contexts may be appropriate (Rubin.

1980a). Some tests of oral expression utilize communication contexts like storyTtelling or

interviews. but assign scores by emphasizing isolated language skills such as articulation.

standard grammar (14); or vocabulary and sentence expansion (34). Sonic commercially avail -

able- tests of listening comprehension appear to be little more than measures of general verbal

ability I Kelly. I 965 1.

In_SOMMary, we propose the following research and development priorities relating to what

should he tested in measures Of speaking and listening proficiency:

Conduct comprehensive surveys of classroom practices in oral language arts instruction.
Define the content domain of communication competence.
Delineate components in the content domain that are not appropriate for public school

instruction.
Devise principles for sampling from the content domain.
Develop measures that distinguiSh betWeen communication competence and general verbal

ability.

Dow Can Criterion Reference Validity Be Determined?

In gene-al. existing instruments for testing communication competence have not been subjected

to studies of concurrent or predictive validity. One reason for thiS may he the rapidity with

which state and Incal education agencies have needed to set up assessment programs. The lack

of accepted criteria against, which tests may be validated constitutes another reason. Ability

test scores are one source of information about concurrent validity; but they are not satisfactory

as the only criteria. Holistic teacher ratingS 01' general communication skills such as those

envisioned as the first phase in the MaSSaehuSettS ASsessment of Speaking Skills (22) might

prove suitable for this purpose. However, initial data from this project indicated that holistic

ratings might he subject to bias and unreliability. SOciOmetrie analyses using peer interaction

data could also serve as criteria for concurrent validity. Criteria fbr studies of predictive validity

could include teacher or job ratings at some later point in time
Establishing criterion referenced validity seems particularly crucial in assessment tasks that

are obviously contrived solely for the purpose of evaluation; Several assessment procedures

require students to communicate in role:playing situations (Massachusetts Listening and Speak-

ing Assessment, 1980; Rubin. 1980a). While such procedures permit evaluation of "lik role

cOMmunieation skills: the relationship between rOle=playing performance and natural com-

miihicatiOn performance is unknown; Other procedures require interviews or conversations with

an assessor (e.g., 14). However, Barnes 1 1980) notes that in BritiSh Certificate of Secondary

Education examinations, Students display different communication behaviors in peer groups

than in private interviews.
In summary: we propose the 16116Wing research and development priorities relating to criterion

referenced validity in measures of speaking and listening proficiency:

Establish criterion measures for measuring concurrent and predictive validity.

Explore naturalistic criterion measures for these purposes;
Investigate criterion referenced validity of contrived communication tasks.
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Are Measures Reliable?

Researchers in written composition have recognized for some time the multitudinous sources
of inconsistency in writing evaluation (Braddock, Lloyd- Jones, anu Shoer, 1963), and refine:
ments in scoring procedures have continued to be a major focus of research and development
in that field (e.g., Cooper and Odell, 1977). The field of speech communication; in contrast,
seems to have pursued investigations of test reliability less vigorously in the past fifteen years
(Rubin; 1981).

Some attention has been given to internal consistency or dimensionality in studies of speech
rating scales (Becker. 1962), and it appears to he common practice for commercial tests of
listening skill to report this aspect of reliability. But other related issues have not been addressed,
For example, choice of topic in assessments of writing skill is a significant factor in students'
scores (Rosen, 1969). Yet several locally developed measures of speaking proficiency offer
students a choice of topic, (e.g., I4 Rubin. I980a) with no apparent evidence of equivalence
between topics. Recently developed tests of listening ability utilize tape recorded stimuli to
avoid varitition in administration (e.g., Mead, 1977), and Wilkinson (1968) observes that
interviewer-zissessor idiosyncracies can alter performance in si.'eaking asseisments:- Several
writers have commented that single samples of speech are not reliable indicators of comma=
nicition competence, and that several samples ranging over a variety of speech functions and
situations should he taken_ for a fair assessment (Barnes, 1980; Hitchman, 1966). At present;
though, we lack the sort of precise information concerning the requisite size of a reliable sample
that researchers in written syntactic complexity have obtained (e.g.; Crowhurst, 1977); Virtually
no infornfzition is available concerning test-retest reliabilities of speaking and listening assess-
ment instruments, Although individual test developers have no doubt done considerable work
in establishing training procedures to engender interrater consistency, these procedures have
no,. been shared in the literature like the corresponding rater training program in written com-
munication (e.g., Diederich, 1974).

In summary, we propose the following research and development priorities relating to reli-
ability in measures of speaking and listening proficiency:

Determine equivalence of varying topics and communication tasks.
Determine impact of interactive assessor or test administrator on student perfOrmances.
Determine size and diversity of speech sample required for reliable indication of com-
petence.

Ascertain test-retest reliabilities of existing instruments;
Refine and publish methods of enhancing intcrratcr reliability.

What Measurement Techniques Are Presently Available?

Clearly the committee wishes to encourage the development of new measurement techniques
or the adaptation or research methodologies for purposes of evaluation. However; it is worth-
while examining sonic of the strengths and weaknesses of those already available; The most
optimal assessment procedures are those that are least intrusive. Naturalistic observation, and
even classroom teacher ratings. however. _introduce problems of rater bias and problems of
consistency in tasks and interactants.

Indirect tests of speaking ability would alleviate many sources of inconsistency. In one
notable effort (20), it proved quite difficult to construct suitable items. Moreover, inci;rect tests
may be contaminated by extraneous factors like reading ability and "test-wiseness." Also;
such indirect tests are likely tolexert deleterious "washback" effects on speech communication
instructional practices; and can lead to a focus on rote knowledge rather than internalized
skill (Rubin. 1980a).
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Direct tests of listening ability present fewer problems involving consistency, particularly

when test stimuli are tape recorded. Even so, measures of listening in conversation are elusive,

Interactive listening = Where the listener is :tiequal conver,,onfil partner who responds and

is c% 6- ready to switch into the speaker7-pt-ohahly calls on different skills than procedures

in which test - takers listen to a tape recorded conversation, and yet different skills from pro-
cedures in which test takers demonstrate their iMilei-Standing of oral commands. It is possible

that referential communication accuracy tasks (Dickson and Patterson. 1979) could he adapted

as effective procedures for assessing interactive listening skills.
Sonic scoring prOeedures adopt objective metrics that are taken as indicators Of communication

quality. Frequently these objective metrics are linguistic vziriables: McCaleb (1979), for in-

stzince, suggests the use Of_T=Unit logth, an index of syntactic complexity, as one of several

measures of speaking pnificiehey. Other Writers, however, have pointed out that syntactic

complcs;(v varies with each communication taSk, and it is not directly related to quality of

nre ii (Crowhurst, 1979). In addition to linguiStic variables, tither objective metrics are

coca' of various features of message content: such as narrative elements not explicitly
depiCied in a stimulus picture. Little is known of the criterion referenced validity of such

objective message variables.
In tests of speaking ability, liSe of riding scales predominate. Typically, rating scales are

applied to either extended tzilkS or interview situations. In British Certificate of Secondary

Eduefition exziminfitions, oral reading are the most common speaking situations

to which rating scales arc applied Illitchman. 1968). It he useful to adapt the use of

rating scales_ to less intrusive, more interactive communication situations like small-group

discussions (Barnes. 1980).
In summary, we propose the flaming research and development priorities relating to pres-

ently available measurement techniques:

Enhance reliability of naturalistic observation procedures.
Develop measures of listening in Intel-fictive situations:
Establish criterion refereneed validity of objective linguistic and message content fe,itures.

Extend performance rating scales tif less intrusive, more interactive communication situ-

ations like small-group discussiOn.

Are Instruments Susceptible to Group Biases?

(.'insistent group differences in test scores are not, in and of themselves, evidence of test bias.

Rather, test bias can only be ascertained by determining if an instrument over- or under-predicts

particular griitip'S performance on some criterion measure: As discussed in a previous section,

however, we prihtly lack any universally accepted standards for criterion referenced validity

of communication assessment procedureS.
Nevertheless, culture hound evaljiatiOn hiziterialS will likely favor one cultural group over

another. Such materials may include culture bound communication contexts (e.g., role-playing

a business executiva evaluation criteria (e.g., Standard English pronunciation and syntax),

and test :imuli (e.g., "Point to the grandfather clock-).
A lesS obViOUS source of potential bias against particular cultural groups is the very notion

of an oral communication assessment. Gay and Abrahams (1973) claim that black youngsters

generally construe the requirements of direct questioning by adults differently than do White

middle-class chiklreri. Similarly, Philips (1970) describes socialization patterns among Native

American Indians that render an oral communication assessment as an anomalous communi-

cation contest: In addition to biases against particular cultural groups, it is possible that com-

munication assessment procedures may treat particular individitalS differentially. Certainly
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individuals with organic speech defects will not he subjected to the same testing procedures as
others:

However. certain personality traits may likewise cause communication disorders. Most well-
know n among these. is communication apprehension (McCroskey, 1977). Will special provisions
be made for communication apprehension, or if not will the public schools be committed to
"remediating" this condition as a part of the responsibility to prepare students for commu-
nication competency assessment?

In summary: we propose the following research and development priorities relating to test
bias in procedures for evaluating speaking and listening proficiency:

Develop criterion measures with which test bias may be determined.
Identify culture -hound communication contexts, evaluation criteria, and stimulus materials.
Determine the degree to which oral communication assessment is inherently biased against
particular cultural groups.
Clarify the status of personality traits vis-a-vis test bias.

Should Communication Competence Be Assessed?

One reason to assess communication competenee is not to certify proficiency among individual
students, but to evaluate oral communication instruction (McGlone, 1973): Of course, if our
supposition of negligible communication in truction is accurate-, then this motive is obviated.
Another reason for assessment; however; is to encourage and guide the innovation of speech
communication instruction: Testing tends to legitimize a teaching field, and test specifications
may "washback" (Wilkinson, 1968) to instructional practice. Thus, important questions pertain
to effects of communication assessment on teachers' and administrators' attitudes toward the
legitimacy of speech communication, effects on curricular innovation, and effects on classroom
practices. These questions concern the utility of measurement efforts.

One negative effect of any testing program is the deterioration of student attitudes, Partly
this is a function of the ends to which test results are putt. Given the generally dubious psy-
chometric adequacy of most present speaking and listening instruments, it would seem rash to
use them for decisions of great consequence. In any event, it is worthwhile investigating whether
any potential benefits of evaluating communication skills are off=set by negative attitudinal
outcomes.

Because large scale assessment of speaking and listening skills is not widespread, little
information is available concerning its effe,:ts on institutional allocations. What are the costs
of ortil communication testing in terms of instructional hours lost, personnel hours expended,
and dolkirs spent'? It is indeed likely that many administrators do not encourage large scale
direct measurement of: speech communication competency because they fear_ it will he too
costly. We lack cost-effectiveness studies such as those that have been conducted in con-junction
with direct evaluation of writing ability (c.g., Hudson and Veal, 1979). Again, such cost
estimates must he weighed against presently unquantifiable utility.

In summary, we propose the following research and development priorities relating to the
utility and advisability of procedures for assessing speaking and listening proficiency:

Ascertain whether measures are sensitive for purposes of assessing instruction impact.
Detei-mine effects of assessment programs on teachers' and administrators' attitudes toward
communication education.
Determine the curricular and instructional results of assessment programs:
Identify the ends toward which test results are put:
Ascertain effects of evaluation of students' attitudes toward communication.
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II. Reviews Of Oral Communication Assessment
Instruments

This chapter provides individual reviews of forty-five testing instruments that assess oral com-
munication skills. In some cases, the primary purp of an instrument is to assess a particular
oral communication skill. In other cases, an insti, ,sesses some facets of oral commu-
nication in conjunction with other skills.

I. Brown-Carlson Listening Test

AGE RANGE: Secondary, college, and adult:

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
X Listening

_____ Interaction
____ Visual Encoding
___ Visual Decoding

Subskill or Attitude

COST: Not specified:

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Fifty minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST; PROCEDURES; ITEMS; SCORING: The test assesses:
(I) immediate recall; (2) following directions; (3) recognizing transitions; (4)redognizing
word meanings; and (5) lecture comprehension. The test administration is ya. I: Two forms
are available (Am and Bm). Each form inclIdes seventy-six multiple-choice items.

NORM/CRITERION DATA The test was normed on a sample of approximately 8,000
secondary level students and 300 college fresh;: ;..::; The high school sample was fairly
representative of the national population with re Tect to age and ability level:

VALIDITY

Predictive: The test correlated .21 and ,2fi with high school rank and .41 with honor point
ratio.
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Concurrent: Correlations with tests of mental ability ranged from .69 to .78 among high

school students and from .22 to .55 among college students. Correlationg with reading

tests ranged from .47 to .66 among high school students and from .31 to .38 among

college students.

Content and Item Se lectidil: Test content was based on professional criteria; research;
and expert judgment. A large sample of items was originally created and the best items
were selected based on the results of a series of field tests.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Alternate forifiS reliability yielded a median estimate of :78:

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Sewing: Not applicable.

Internal COnSiStency: Split:half correlations ranged from .84 to :90.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is simple to adMinister, it provides useful subscaleS, and seems
practical for both classroom and research use.

Validity For Specific PurpoSes and Populations: The test has been used with a large
number of different cultural, ethnic, educational, and social groups: Its subscales provide

specific information about component Siting.

Reliability: Evidence indicates test reliability is good.

Overall Adetracy: The test may be tapping more into general intelligence than it is into

likening. It is possible to view the two constructs as independent. This test does not do

that.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: 13ii34n, J. I.,_ and Carlson, _G. R. Brown-Carlson Listening

Comprehension Test: New York: Harcourt BraCe & World, 1955.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: John Daly
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California Achievement Test; Listening for
Information; Level 10

AGE RANGE: Kindergarten.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
X Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Not specified.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Twenty-five n.,nutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST; PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test measures
( I) school vocabulary, (2) terms related to space, direction, and location, and (3) the rela-
tionship between facts and concepts. It contains sixteen multiple-choice items. The examiner
reads a short story to the students. The students are asked to pick the picture out of three
choices that answers a question about the story.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The test was normed on a national sample of public and
Catholic school students. About 200,000 students were involved overall. Norming was
conducted in both fall and spring.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.,

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No information provided.
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Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: No info- lation provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is group admiristered. Ea Sy to follow instructions are provided:

Numerous scoring procedures are available.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Inadequate inforMatfon to judge. Ad=

ditional information may be available or forthcoming:

Reliability: Inadequate informaticin to judge. Reliability information is published in a
technical manual but was not available to the reviewer.

Metall Adequacy: Listening is a small priority in this achievement Series, and is only

assessed in the first level as a prereading skill:

MATERIALS REVIEWED: California Achievement Tests. Monterey; CA: CT13/McGraw-

Hill, 1977.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: J. C. McCrosky
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3. CIRCUS Listening Test

AGE RANGE: Kindergartengrade 3.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
A. Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Hand scored edition $11.25; machine scored edition $18.50. The basic package
includes thirty-five booklets, teacher's edition; and user's guide.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Forty minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test measures abil-
ity to listen to a story; understand and interpret events in it, remem')er sequence of events,
and understand vocabulary. All items are drawn from a story read by the teacher about a
circus. The story is presented in parts and the child marks one of four pictures in response
to a question. Two forms of the listening test are available (C and D).

NORM/CRITERION DATA A sample of over 15,000 children was used for norm ing Form
C. Over 14;000 children were assessed for norming Form D. Data used for norming were
weighted according to variables by which the sample was stratified: region, size of com-
munity, socioeconomic status, and proportion of minority population:

VALIDITY

Predictive: Samples of children who took one level of the test in the fall were administered
a higher level test the following spring. The correlation was .75.

Concurrent: Teacher ratings were collected through the Child Competency and Learning
Inventory as an independent measure of the same abilities measured by the test. Correlations
between teacher ratings and the listening test were .47 on Form C and .43 on Form D.

Content and Item Selection: Item selection was based on the judgment of early childhood
experts with a view toward assessing domains which are of interest to teachers and which
can be effected by curricula. Each form went through two pretest examinations. Final
items were selected based on rigorous evaluation.
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Construct and Other Empirical Studies: The authors point to the relationship among
various forms ct the test as evidence of construct validity. Correlation between Forms C
and 13 was :'15:

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: The correlation between Forms C and D was .75.

Test-Retest: Children were administered separate forms of the test in fall and spring. The
correlation was :75:

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: The average inter-item correlations for Form C were .85, .80, .79
and for Form D were .79, .78, .81.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: Group administration and optional machine scoring makes this test practical
for large scale assessment. Instructions are clear and the test can be easily administered
by teachers.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Evidence indicates that test validity is
good. However, this test does not provide an opportunity for children to listen and respond
in a conversational way.

Reliability: EVidence indicates that test reliability is very good.

Overall Adequacy: This is a well designed test with a rigorous research base; for assessing
general school readiness. It is not a test of speech communication ability; but a paper and
pencil test. Listening measured in this manner correlates with reading ability. The rela-
tionship to the ability to talk with or inform others is unknown.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Educational Testing Service CIRCUS Listening Test. Reading, ).

MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co:, 1979:

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Janice Patterson
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4. CIRCUS Say and Tell

AGE RANGE: Preschoolgrade ..

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking.
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: $5 5() for ten booklets.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Not specified:

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test measures ?to=
duct ve language There are four levels. Level A is appropriate for preschool and kindergarten.
Lev Is B through D are identical and appropriate for kindergarten through grade 3. Each
lev-1 has three parts. The test is indiVidually administered: For Part I the child describes two
06` cts: one in a structured response situation and one in a free response situation: In Part
II, the child is:shown pictures and is asked to generate responses that require the correct use
of plurals, verb tenses, prepositions, subject-verb agreement, comparatives, possessives, and
cc njunctions (for levels B. C. arid_ 0). Responses to Parts 1 and 11-are scored as correct.
p rtially correct, or incorrect based on protocols. For Part 111 the child_ is shown a picture
a d asked to describe it Responses to Part III are scored in terms of number of words,

mber of different works and presence of several qualitative criteria: such as "naming at
I ast four objects or characters:"

N RM/CRITERION DATA: Level A was normed with a sample of 227 preschoolers and
41 kindergarten students. Level B was normed with a sample of 805 students mostly ages

/6 and 7. Additional norm data may be available.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided:

Content and Item Selection: No information provided:

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information :r,- sided.
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RELIAILLITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable:

Test=Retest: No information provided:

Scoring: No information provided.

Internal Consistency: Average inter-item correlations range from .49 to.90 for the various

parts of Form A. Additional information on other forms may be available.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test must be individually administered. However, clear directions are
provided. Scoring is somewhat curnberson.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Inadequate information to judge.

Reliability: Evidence indicates test reliability is adequate:

Overall Adequacy: The test provides an adequate sample of children's productive Ian-

guage.

MATERI. LS REVIEWED: Educational Testing Service, CIRCUS Say and Tell. Reading,
MA: Addison-Wesley, 1979.

OTHER RE RENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead
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5 Cloze Listening Test

AGE RANGE: Secondary.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Tapes cost $25 per set. Test forms cost $1.50 per form.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Twenty minutes:

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test measures:
( I) recall of specific information; (2) ability to grasp the thought of the paSSage as a Whole,

(3) ability to apply the limited number of contrastive units which identify the word patterns,
and (4) grammatical structures of spoken American English A short fictional episode is read
aloud (about ten minutes in length). Then several excerpts are read aloud by the same narrator.
Within each excerpt several WordS (nouns and main verbs) are replaced by a chime: Students
write the missing words on their response sheets. About 40 percent of the selection is included

in each excerpt: The test includes two forms (Lisbon and Waco).

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The test was normed on 636 students in ten runs.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: With 107 students; the Lisbon form correlated .71 with the Brown=CarlSon

Listening test, Form Am, Part E; Lecture Comprehension.

Content and Item Selection: The test was reviewed by ten curriculum specialists wbo
judged that the test measures the content it intends to measure:

Construct and Other Emeirical Studies: With forty -six subjects, the Lisbon form-cor-
related .79 with the Tertnan-McNemar Test of Mental Ability, Form C. /
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: With eighty-three students, the two forms correlated .92. With 130
students, the two forms correlated .87.

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: For the ten norming runs, average inter-item correlations ranged
from .83 to .96.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is easy to administer and score.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Evidence indicates test validity is ad-
equate.

Reliability: Evidence indicates test reliability is very good.

Overall Adequacy: The test only measures exact recall. It does not measure higher level
listening comprehension skills.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Bowdidge, J. S. Cloie Listening Test. Springfield; MO: Drury
College; 1967. (ERIC Document Reproduction Seivice No. ED 091 761)

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

RP:VIEWER: Nancy Mead
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Comprehensive Tests of Basic Ski
Tests 2, 3, and 4

AGE RANGE: Early elementary.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
IL Listening
____ Interaction

Visual Encoding
IC Visual Decoding

Subskill or Attitude: auditory discrimination

COST: Not specified.

TIME REQUIRED-FOR ADMINISTRATION: Test 2, twenty-one minutes: Test 3, nine-
teen minutes: Test 4, twenty-one minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST; PROCEDURES; ITEMS; SCORING: Test 2, Sound Rec=
ognition, measures sound recognition in three ways: (I) by saying two words (e.g., lake
. . . lake or cap . . . cup) and Acing the student if the words are the same or different,
(2) by asking which word (stated and shown in pictures) begins with the same sound as the
stated word, or (3) by asking which word (stated and shown in picures) rhymes with the
stated word. In Test 3, Reading Vocabulary, the student is given an oral definition and has
to match it with a picture or a word. In Test 4, Reading--Oral Comprehension; the student
hears a story and has to answer a question about it by picking the correct picture.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: No information provided.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided:

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided:
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No information provided:

Scoring: Not applicable,

Internal Consistency:- No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is easy to administer and uses -machine scoreable answer booklets.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Validity studies are in process but at

this time information is inadequate to judge.

Reliability: Reliability studies are in process but at this time information is inadequate to

judge.

Overall Adequacy: The test is designed as a reading readiness test. It is less useful as an

oral communication test

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills. Monterey, CA: CTB/

McGraw Hill.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead
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Communicative Evaluation Chart from
Infancy to Five Years

AGE RANGE: Infantkindergarten.

SKILLS TESTED: X. Speaking
J1-_ Listening

Interaction
____ Visual Encoding
___ Visual Decoding

Subskill or Attitude: physical development and visual-motor-
perceptual skills

COST: Not specified.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Not specified.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST; PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test is divided into
two parts: language use and physical development. The purpose of the test is to determine
quickly if a child should be referred to a specialist for further testing, therapy, or education.
Items that assess language focus on ( I ) coordination of the speech musculature, (2) development
of hearing-acuity and auditory perception, (3) acquisition of vowels and consonants; and
(4) growth of receptive and expressive language. The test administrator indicates + if the
skill is present, if not present; ± if it fluctuates. Numerous minus or fluctuation markings
indicate further evaluation may be necessary.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: No information provided.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: Some items were compiled from sources such as Gesell,
Benet, Caltell, and others. Other items were included because they were believed to be
diagnostically significant in working with young children.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided,
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Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No infortriation provided.

Scoring: No information provided.

Internal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test requires no training to administer. It is inappropriate for large scale

assessment because it calls for individual evaluation.

validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Inadequate information to judge.

Reliability: Inadequate information to judge.

Overall Adequacy: The test is judged to be poor because there is no explanation of item

development; validity; reliability, norming, and score interpretation.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Anderson; R. M.; Miles, M.; and Matheny, P. A. cOmmu-

nicative Evalaation Chart from Infancy to Five Years: Cambridge, MA: Educators Publishing

Services, Inc., 1963.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Janice Patterson
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Durrell Listening-Reading Series: Primary,
Intermediate, Advanced Levels

AGE RANGE: .primary, grades 1=-3; Intermediate, grades 4-6; Advanced, grades 7

SKILLS TESTED: _____ Speaking
A. Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: $15.75 to $19.65 for thirty-five copies.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Primary, seventy minutes; Intermediate
eighty-five minutes; Advanced; eighty minutes:

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test measures com-
prehension in both the listening and reading modes. The test has three levels: primary,
intermediate, and advanced. Each level is available in two forms (DE and EF). Each level
has four parts: (1) Listening vocabulary, (2) listening comprehension of sentences (primary)
or of paragraphs (other levels); (3) reading vocabulary, and (4) reading comprehension of
sentences (primary) or of paragraphs (other levels). The listening and readi4 tests are parallel
in content and difficulty to allow for comparisons. The listening tests do not require reading
or writing ability for responses.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: Each level was standardized and normed on a population of
students with normal intelligence and population from average socioeconomic and educational
backgrounds. The sample consisted of 22;247 students.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: Vocabulary words were selected to represent categories in
Roget's Thesarus and assigned to levels based on word lists and field test results. Standard
item statistics were used in selecting items.
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Construct and Other Empirical Studies: The liStening subtests correlated .47 and .52
with the Metropolitan Reading Readiness test in grade 1, from .15 to .65 with the word
knowledge and reading subtests of the Metropolitan Achievement tests in grade:: 2 through

6. and from .48 to :76 with the Iowa Test of Basic Skills in gradeS 3 through 6. The
correlations between the reading subtests and the other reading tests listed above were
higher than those between the listening subtests and the other reading tests.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Listening and reading tests were equated and then rek,erSed to create the
alternate forrn. However, no specific alternate form, studies were cited.

Test-ReteSt: No information provided.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: Split-half correlations ranged from .92 to .97 for total listening in

grades I through 8.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is group administered. The manual gives specific instructions.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Evidence indicateS that listening is
somewhat different from reading which suggests that the listening score might not be a

good measure of reading potentiala use that is promoted by the authois.

Reliability: Evidence indicates test reliability is very good.

Ov erall Adequacy: The test is limited in its coverage of listening skills. The test emphasizes

tasks that are similar in listening and reading and does not address tasks that are more

typical of just the listening mode:

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Durrell, D. D., and Hayes; M. T. Durrell Listening-Readihg
Series. New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich. 1970.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: J. C. McCrosky
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9. Dyadic Task-Oriented Communication

AGE RANGE: Elementary.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
LiStening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding -;

Subskill or Attitude

COST: Not specified.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Not specified.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS; SCORING: The testis a proficiency
test for non-native English speakers: Students are paired. One student is given a task and
the other student must respond: Individuals are tested with several partners. Responses are
tape recorded: TaSks include requests, manipulative instructions, and descriptions: In general;
criteria for evaluation are (I) time and accuracy and (2) comparison with native speakers.
Tasks are describereaqd graded by difficulty. Some specific scoring criteria are provided.

NORM/CRITERION DATA No information provided.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: NO information provided:

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: No information provided.
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Internal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is practical for use in a classroom setting.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Inadequate information to judge.

Reliability: Inadequate information to judge.

Overall Adequacy: This type of test could be used with native speakers also Tasks would

have to be harder and criteria made more difficult.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: None.

OTHER REFERENCES: Findley; C. A. Dyadic TaSk:oriented Communication: Exercises

for Teaching and TeSting in the Elementary ESL Class, 1977. (ERIC Document Reproduction

Service No. ED 145 629)

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead
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10. DYCOMM: Dyadic Communication

AGE RANGE: Not specified.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking

/E Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: User ptoduces materials and scores.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Described below.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test measures com-
munication skills in five areas: ( I) word identification; (2) sentence processing; (3) giving-
receiving directions (referential or informing skills), (4) interpreting affect, and (5) problem
solving. For each task a group of ten or more people work in dyads. After each task, they
rotate to a new partner.

The test for word identification skills is a paper and pencil task in which the dyad com-
municates so that each may correctly identify the target word. Correct responses receive one
point, incorrect answers lose a point, and no points are scored for blank items. Each individual
has a five second trial as speaker and five seconds as listener before rotating to a new partner.
The tester selects words according to population characteristics.

The sentence processing task requires speaker and listener to communicate about sentences
and decide if they are similar or different. Each dyad considers twelve items (for a total of
twenty seconds) prior to rotating to a new partner. The score is the number of sentences
marked correctly.

The giving-receiving directions task calls for the dyad to be seated in a circle facing a partner
as they, work to identify abstract figures. The drawings are on a score sheet which is vertically
divided into two parts. On the left side of the sheet; target pictures are presented which each
person in the speaker role will describe. On the right,side of the sheer:.,., several sets of
five pictures; the pictures in each set are similar. The speaker describes the target picture
and the listener responds by naming the number of that picture on his sheet; both speaker
and listener record this number on their papers. The members of the dyad alternate roles
every thirty seconds. After each dyad has had a turn as both speaker and listener, they rotate
to new partners. The dyad scores a point for each correctly identified picture. Pictures used
for this activity are to be selected by the DYCOMM user to insure their appropriateness to
the population using the activity. Sample drawings are included in the description.

The fourth task, affects; again cays for children to work with dyads. They discuss a work
sheet in a way which sends an affective as well as a cognitive message. The task iS,for the
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listener to identify the correct affective tone. Scoring is simply the number of correct re=

sponses. Separate scores are tallied for speake and listener.

The problem solving task requires the dyad to Oiscuss rules about numbers su they can
correctly identify numbers on a worksheet. An example of a rule is The first digit times

the third digit must be more than 10." There are four rules for each task, with two of the
rules on the speaker's sheet and two on the listener's. The dyad works forty-five. seconds
on each item and then rotates to new partners. The dyad scores one point for each correct

choice.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: No information provided:

VALIDITY

Predictive; No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: The tester is instructed to select specific words, sentences,
emotions, tasks, and problems appropriate to the target population.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

46

Practicality: This test is inappropriate for large scale administration due to a lack of

available materialS.

Validity For Specific .Purposes and Populations: Inadequate information to judge.

Reliability: Inadequate information to judge.

Overall Adequacy: This test is a poor measure of communication accuracy due to a lack

of systematic evaluation. The test provides good instructional techniques because students

are encouraged to talk with each other. The activities will appeal to many age levels.
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MATERIALS REVIEWED: __Byers, B. H. DYCOMM: Dyadic Communication. Honolulu,
HI: University of Hawaii, 1973.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Janice Patterson
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11. The Fullerton Language TeSt for Adolescents

AGE RANGE: Ages I I 18miormal and speech impaired.

SKILLS TESTED: _ Speaking
X Listening

Interaction
_____ Visual Encoding

Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude: auditory synthesis, morphological
competence, homonyms, enumerating Members of classes,
Syllabification, understanding idioms; grammatical judgments

COST: Not specified:

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Forty-five minutes per subject.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: Subtest 3 relates to
listening and requires the student to receive, retain, interpret, and demonstrate an under-

standing of oral commands. The entire test is individually administered. The twenty items

range along a dimension of increasingly complex syntactic constructions and logical oper-
ations. Commands concern manipulations of colored geometric shapes, included in the testing

kit. Responses are scored dichotomously.

NORM /CRITERION DATA: The test was normed with 762 subjects aged 11-18 from
regular classrooms in California and Oregon. Based on this Sample, a "competence level,"
"instructional level," and "frustration level" is defined in terms of standard deviations from

the mean on each subtest.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: The scores on the test distinguished between a normal population (N = 489)
and a special education population (N = 73):

48

Content and Item Selection: Content validity was established by theoretical rationale and

by comparison with similar instruments.

Construct and Other Empirical StudieS: The test discriminates between normal and
special education populations: Correlations between oral commands and other subtests

ranged from .37 to :55:
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable:

Test-Retest: The test-retest correlations exceeded .80 for all subtests.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: The average inter-item correlation! exceeded :70 for all subtests:

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The oral commands subtest is easily scored, administered, and is not too time
consuming, however, it requires individual administration. The entire Fullerton battery
requires forty-five minutes.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: The test appears useful for distinguishing
betweon normal and abnormal language development among adolescents. Little justifi-
cation is given for interpretations of test scores (e.g., competence level).

Reliability: The reliability of the test is quite adequate, assuming trained administrators
are consistent in conducting the test.

Overall Adequacy: The test assesses only a limited type of listening ability using contrived
and artificial speech stimuli.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Thorum, A. R. The Fullerton Language .Test for Adolescents
(Professional Manual). Palo Alto, CA: Consulting Psychologists Press 1980.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Don Rubin
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12; Fundamental Achievement Series, Verbal

AGE RANGE: AddleScentS and adultS, with limited educational opportunities.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
X Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: No information provided.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Thirty minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The verbal test rnea=

sures a variety of language skills needed for employment; including vocabulary, reading
comprehension, liStening comprehenSion study skills, copying; and spelling. The test has

two forms (A and 13). The entire test is presented orally but only ten items directly measure
listening comprehension. These items are literal comprehension questions about three brief

announcements.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The test was normed with groups of between 100 and 200
individuals. Groups included whites and blacks in grades 6; 8; 10; and 12 and numerous

industrial and anti-poverty program groups.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No incarmation provided.

Concurrent: A numbei. Of small concurrent validity studies using criteria such as super-

visors', researchers', and eoUnSelorS' ratings indicated statistically significant correlations

with the verbal test:

'Content and Item Selection: NO information provided.

_

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: The verbal test correlated with various tests of
general mental ability .36 to .94 indicating that the-. -:.st is operating in the same general

area of measurement.
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: In one study of thirty-nine anti-poverty program participants, the verbal
test forms A and B correlated .74 with two weeks intervening.

Test-Retest: Scores from two administrations correlated :62 to ;95 for five groups of
industrial and anti-poverty program participants with three months intervening: However;
in all studies the means increased over time.

Scoring; Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: Average inter-item correlations for the verbal test ranged from .73
to :96 for various groups:

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is group administered. The entire test is presented on a tape recording,
making it very easy to administer.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: The test is in an experimental stage:
However, numerous small validity studies indicate that it is a good measure of basic skills
and that it works well with disadvantaged populations.

Reliability: Evidence indicates reliability for the total test is good.

Overall Adequacy: The test only measures a small domain of listening skills and this
section would not 'stand on its own as a unique measure:

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Fundinnental Achievement Series. New York: The Psycholog-
ical Corporation, 1964.

OTHER REFERENCES: None:

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead
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13. Gary, Indiana Oral Proficiency Examination

AGE RANGE: Grade 10.

SKILLS TESTED: X Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: No materials required; only record keeping costs.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Variable; probably no more than five min-
utes per student.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: Two weeks prior to
testing students select one of four test formats: ( 1 ) the interview format, (2) the topic format,
(3) the question format; or (4) the prepared format. The interview format may pertain to
personal interests, education; or biographical data and includes such questions as "Do you
plan to marry? If so, specify." and "Where was your father born?" The topic format includes
five subjects such as "How can a person help to improve his or her school, community,
or country?", one of which students are assigned at the time of testing. In the question
format, students may choose to answer one of five queries such as, "Why are 'rules' made
in our homes, schools, or country?" For the prepared format, students prepare an original
two-minute speech about a subject of their choice, and deliver it "without notes or crutches."
Multiple raters use a holistic scale with four-interval items ranging from ":.,:verely deficient"
to "moderate to high proficiency." The scoring categories' are: (11 articulation; (2) pronunciation;
(3) verbal utterances (e.g., "you know"), (4) rate, (5) standard word usage; (6) voice qual-
ity, and (7) volume.

NORM /CRITERION DATA: No information provided. However, raters V.'-de apparently
trained by means of samples which exemplify each score/level.

VALIDITY
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Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: The criteria directly reflect the program's oral proficiency
performance objectives.
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Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No information provided:

Scoring:_ No information provided. However, raters are apparently checked frequently for
wide discrepancies.

Internal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: Testing should progress rapidly, especially since students have opportunity
to prepare long in advance of testing. Interview formats allow little opportunity for spon-
taneous elaboration or interaction which might be time consuming.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Criteria are well suited to objectives;
particularly as they are realized in forn,al, pressured contexts: Criteria seem to be biased
against speakers of nonstandard dialects.

Reliability. The major problem is the unknown equivalence between formats and topics.
Sonic provision seems to have been made for establishing and maintaining rater reliability.

Overall Adequacy: The contexts are highly artificial and nonmotivating, despite choice
accorded to :'udents. Criteria reflect a narrow range of competencies restricted to elements
of elocution:

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Gary Community School Corporation. Oral Proficienc"; Pro -
grwn. Gary, IN: luthor, 1977-1978.

OTHER REFERENCES: Norte.

REVIEWER: Don
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Glynn. County Speech Proficiency
Exan ..ation

AGE RANGE: Secondary.

SKILLS TESTED: _X Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: No commercial materials needed.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Approximately one hour per twenty stu-

dents.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: Using scripted instruc-
tions; the test administrator sets up a situation that simulates a public hearing before a county
board of education: Students are provided with an agenda that includes some background
information about three selected issues. Students present persuasive speeches individually.
Two raters score either videotapes or live performances with discrepancies resolved by a
third rater. Rating scales specify four skill level indicators for each of the following dimen-
SionS: (1) introduction, (2) purpose, (3) reasons, (4) organization; (5) objections; (6) conclusion;
(7) language style, (8) oral expression, and (9) gestures.

NORM /CRITERION DATA No information provided.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: For a sample of thirty ninth graders, scores on this test correlated .70
a parallel form of the test which involved performance on a job interview task rated by
slightly different criteria:

Content and. Item Selection: The task and rating criteria conform to locally stated objec-
tives.
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Construct and Other Empirical Studies: Ratings of this test correlated :88 with classroom
teachers' judgments of students' typical communication competence: There was also a
highly significant relationship between passing performance on this instrument and stu=
dents' placement in ability level tracks by the school system.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applica;,1e.

Test-Retest: No information provided:

Scoring: Inter-rater reliability was .82 when using videotaped performances and .72 when
scoring live performances. When considering passing versus rforipaSsing scores, 15 percent
Of the students were cross-classified by two raters and required a third rating for resolution:

Internal Consistency: Average inter-item correlations ranged from :82 to .88.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is relatively time consuming in both administration and rating.. The
authors estimate .2 personnel hours per student. Also the test consumes a large amount
of "down time" for students.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: While rating criteria appear well tailored
to the speaking task, this meast!..-e samples only a limited range of speaking competencies.
The cultural bias of the test is unknown.

Reliability: Raters must be trained to achieve reliability and a standardized regimen of
training would need to be developed. Topic and speaking order effects appear to be
insignificant. Test-retest reliability is unknown, but likely a troublesome point:

Overall Adequacy: The test represents strong effort at speech performance assessment.
The measure attempts to create a sense of context. However, a single speech sample
representing just one communication situation is not representative of general speaking
skills.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Rubin; and Bazzle E: Development _af an Oral
Communication Assessment Program Th Gfvam Counry Speech Proficiency Ewmination
pr High School Students. Brunswick, GA: Glynn County School, 1981.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead
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15 Language Assessment Scales

AGE RANGE: Grades 1 -5:

SKILLS TESTED:

COST: $56.50.

X Speaking
X Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding

X Visual DecOding
Subskill or Attitude

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Not specified.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES; ITEMS, SCORING: The test includes five

subscales assessing linguistic proficiency in either Spanish or English. The phonetnic dis-

crimination subscale has thirty items. SubjettS determine if two words in whicha phoneme

or allophone is embedded sound the same or different. The phoneme production subscale

has thirty-six items. Subjects imitate words or shcirt sentences in which a sound is embedded;

Bbth are scored right or wrong: One lexicalability subscale, with twenty items, has children

identify words for objects presented in pictures. The oral production Stibscale has children

orally retell a story that is cued with pictures. It is scored with a five-point rating scale.

Finally; vocabulary is assessed. Procedures for this subscale are unclear in the manual.

NORM/CRITERION DATA No information provided.

VALIDITY

56

Predictive: The test predicted language achievement better than cognitive style/develop-

ment variables. The test accounted for 40 percent of the variance in language achievement

scores.

Concurrent: No information provided:

Content and Item Selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: In a factor analysis the subscales of the test

were contributed to the same factor.
A



RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: Scores for two adthinistrations with about one week intervening correlated
.88 in English and .97 in Spanish.

Scoring: The inter-rater reliability. where wed, is very high.

Internal Consistency: The internal consistency reliability is quite high.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is useful for bilingual programs.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Inadequate information to judge:

Reliability: Evidence indicates test reliability is very good:

Overall Adequacy: The test is narrow in what it assesses. It is very adequate for the
dimensions it does assess.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: De vita. E. A.; Ulibarri; D. M.; Durcam S: E:; Fleming;
J. S.: Costa, M.; Peity J.: and Wainwright. C. Predicting the Academic Success ofLanguage
Minority StudentS fidin DevelopMental. Cognitive Style; Linguistic :rid Teacher Perception
Measures. 1979.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Johti Daly
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16. Language Dominance Survey

AGE RANGE: Kindergartengrade 12.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking

Listeninng

_...._ Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Not specified:

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Not specified.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS; SCORING: The test measures stn.=

dents' abilities to (1) undertand and comply with stated commands and (2) communicate

With acceptable morphology and syntax. It is designed to identify children who need bilingual

education. Consequently, both English and Spanish is used in the test.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The manual indic4tes that students scoring P.:SS than 50 per ,:nt

correct should be placed in a bilingual program. Justification for this recommendation is not

provided in the report.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent. No information provided.

Contetit and Item Selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information providi,d.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No information provided:

Scoring: No information provided.
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internal Consistency: No information proVided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: This test is practical for identifying students who should be placed in bilingual
classes.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Inadequate information to judge.

Reliability: Inadequate information to judge.

Overall Adequacy: The test is limited to very basic language skills.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Burt, M. K., and Du lay. H. C. Language Dominance Survey.
Berkeley, CA: BCDEL/Lau Multilingual Center, I974-1975.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: John Daly



17. Language Facility Test

AGE RANGE: Ages 3-15, normal populations.

SKILLS TESTED:

COSTS $20.00.

Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Approximately ten minutes..

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The child is given three
pictures, one at a time, and asked to tell a story about each one. Each response is scored on
a 0-9 scale with 0 being no response, I being a one word response, 2 being a multiple word
response, 3 being_a complete sentence, and so forth. The highest response; 9; is an organized,
complete story. The student is given several probes if necessary. The score is the sum of
the ratings on the-three pictures. Three alternate forms of pictures are availableph( tographs,
line drawings, and reproductions of Spanish art masterworks. The test may be given in, the
student's native language; sign language, or English. Success is based on elaboration of
language, not on statidard grammar or vocabulary.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The test was nonmed on 4000 students ages 3 to 20. Smaller
studies were conducted or specs `groups, including low achievers, mentally retarded; hand-

icapped, and rural Spanish speakers.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.
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Content and Item Selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: The test correlated slightly with intelligence,
reading readiness, achievement, and teacher ratings of scholastic performance.
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: The forms correlated .46 to .90 (with intervening instructional activity).

Test-Retest: See above.

Scoring: Inter-rater correlations ranged from .88 to .94 across three pictures.

Internal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test requires one-on-one administration and trained scorers. The test is
straight forward and does not take long to administer.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Evidence indicates that test validity is
adequate.

Reliability: Evidence indicates that test reliability is adequate.

Overall Adequacy: The test focuses on language and cognitive development. It does not
measure functional communication competence.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Language Facility Test.- Alexandria, VA: Ailing rob Corpora=

OTHER REFERENCES: None:

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead
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18. Language Ski HS Connnunication Task

AGE RANGE: Kindergartengrade 2.

SKILLS TESTED: X Speaking
Listening

X Interaction
X Visual Encoding

X Visual Deco-ding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: User produces materials and scores.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: No time limit:

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES; ITEMS, SCORING: The test is composed

of two tasks designed to assess the child's.ability to get meaning and ideas from conversation;

respond to the language of btlietg; transmit ideas to others; and adapt his or her conversation

to achieve effective communication. These are referential or informing tasks. In each instance,

two children are seated on opposite SideS of a picture board which is the same on both sides.

One child is designated speaker and the other listener. The task is for the speaker to tell the

listener where to place the pictures 'scattered loosely in front of the listener On the board.

The goal is for the listener's picture to match the speaker's. The children are not permitted

to see each other'S boards or to make gestures. The listener can Ask for more information:

The communication acturacy is scored both individually and as a dyad:The speaker receives

one point in each of three areas by supplying specific verbal ,instructions for (I) object

identification, (2) object placement, and (3) object positioning. The listener's score is de-

termined by (I) Seleetidh of collect object, (2) placement of the object, and (3) questioning

when insufficient information is

Mean scores are calculated for each task rb assess dyadic communication. This Score is based

on the average of the six subscores earned by speaker and listener. The listener's success in

placing the object correctly is also a measure of the dyad's communication effectiveness.

Children's responses are recorded; these data are used for analysis,

NORM/CRITERION DATA: No information provided.
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VALIDITY

Predictive: Children's performance on individual subtests predicted their success in placing
the object correctly. Other results indicated that correct object was correlated significantly
with grade (.32), math achievement (.43), and reading achievement (.37). Sex and intel-
ligence were not significantly correlated with object placement;

Concurrent: No irformation provided.

Content and Item selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided:

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: Twelve first grade children were given the test twice; a week apart Children
were randomly paired and randomly assigned to play the same role for both sessions. The
mean percentge of agreement for the task was 89.3 percent, with a range from 78.5 percent
to 100 percent.

Scoring: No information provided;

Internal Consistency: Split-half correlation was :73 for the first task and ;76 for the second.
The scores of twelve fir` graders were used to determine this measure of internal con-
sistency.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is inappropriate for large scale administration due to testing proce-
dure. i.e.. assessing children in pairs. No special training is necessary for test adminis-
tration.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: By the author's own admission, more
work must be completed to establish validity of the test.

Reliability: Current reliability measures are inadequate.

Overall Adequacy: fliivco simi!=:rity in the test design to other measures of referential
accuracy, thi;_tesi may pros useful -'ata. However, more rigorous; systematic evaluation
is n' eded nefore test le.(m. assured of adequate validity and reliability in the
iristrum,mt.
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MATERIALS REVIEWED: Wang, M..C.; Rose, S.; and Maxwe!1; J. The Development of
the Language Communication Skills Test. Pittsburgh: The University of Pittsburgh; Learning

Research and Development Center, 1973.

OTHER REFERENCES: Dickson, W. P. and Patterson, J. H. Communication Education,
1979.

REVIEWER: Janice Patterson
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19. Listeilkig Comprehension Tests

AGE RANGE: Battery A, ages 10:=11; Battery B, ages 13-14; Battery C. ages 17-18.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
X Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

'LOST: Apr oximately $75.00.

aviE ir;t:4)1J [RED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Approximately two thirty-minute sessions,

v.; .,hort break.

LIESCRIPTION OF 1 EST, PRGCF,DURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test includes five

different subtesi,,. (1) content bas: ': comprehenSion, (2) contextual constraintsinfer miss-

ing parts of conversation, phonology understand differences in meaning brought about

by different inflections. ex..; (0) gisterdetect inappropriate uses of language, and
(5) relationships--detect kinds of --::14tionships existing between people from language used.

StudentS liSten to tape recorded stimuli and answer multiple choice questions about what

they heard.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The test was nonmed on a sample of 1,152 individuals.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: The test design
listening.

ConStruct and Other Empirical Studies: The
Junior Intelligence Scale and AH4 Group Test
from .41 to .75 with Schonell Silent Reading
Reading Test.

was based on a theoretical description of

test correlated frorn .45 to .60 with Simplek
of General Intelligence. The test correlated
Test, Secondary Reading Test, and Senior
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No Information provided.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: Average inter-item correlations ranged from :78 to .84.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is very easy to administer in group. Instructions and items are all
provided on a tape recording:

Validity For Specir- Purposes and Populations: Evidence indicates thal test validity is
good.

Reliability: Evidence indicates that test reliability is good.

Overall Adequacy: British accents would be difficult fo: Americal children: A larger
problem is the fact that words and topics would be unfamiliar:

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Wilkinson. A., Strada, L.; and Dudley, P. Listening Com-
prehension Tests. London: Macmillan Educatic.I. Ltd., 1974.

OTHER REFERENCES: Wilkinson, A.; St.-atta, L:; and Dudley; P: The Quality of Lis-
tening. London: Macmillan Education, Ltd., 1974.

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead
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20. MACOSA Listening and Speaking Tests

AGE RANGE: Grades 3; 6; 9; and 12:

SKILLS TESTED: _X_ Speakir, g

_X_ Listening

Interact ,on
Visual Encoding
Visua: Decoding
Sulyikill or Attitude

COST; Not corilmercialIN available.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Listening, sixty to seventy minutes; Speak-
ing (written), forty minutes; and Speaking (oral), thirty-five :o sixty-two minutes for groups
of six.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST; PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: For the listening tests,
students listen to tape recordings of various format and ir:ormal listening material and answer
multiple-choice questions about what they heard. Questions measure voice production factors,
linguistic factors (words and sentences), and organizational factors (literal; interpretative;
and critical comprehension).

The speaking tests include hod, written and oral components. The written tests include
multiple-choice questions which measure knowledge of how voice production, nonverbal;
and linguistic factors can convey meaning and (at grades 9 and 12) knowledge of speech
organization. The oral tests assess articulation (at grade 3 only); spontaneous speech, and
spontaneous-prepared speech (at grades 9 and 12). Third grade students are asked to name
objects in pictures for the articulation test. Students are asked to talk about a picture or a
scrambled outline. Students are asked to read aloud. Their responses are rate) along five=
point rating scales.

Attitudes were measured using McCrosky's Personal Report of Communication Fear (grades
3 and 6) and Personal Report of Communication Anxiety (grades 9 and 12).

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The instruments were field tested on 168 to 25! students per
grade.
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VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: Content was based on province developed objectives De=
velopers used standard procedures to identify difficulty and discrimination power ofI, mul-

tiple choice items.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: Factor analysis was used to substantiate structure

of content domain. Results were ased to revise the tests slightly.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicahle.

Test-Retest: No information provided:

Scoring: Inter-rater reliability ranged from .75 to ;83 using a 0 I rating scale during pilot

test.

Internal Consistency: Average inter-Item correlations for listening tests ranged from .43

to .65. Average inter-item correlations for speaking (written) tests ranged from ;39 to :64:

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: Written tests are very easy to administer. The oral speaking test requires small

group administration and trained raters.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Evidence indicates that validity is ad-

equate.

Reliability: Evidence iiidi,:ates test reliability is fair:

Overall Adequacy: The tests cover a very broad range of skills: The tests need further

development of inter-rater reliability.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Plattor; E.; Unruh, W. R.; Muir, L.; and Loose, K. D. Test

De VelaPineht for Assessing Achievement in Listening and Speaking. Edmonton, Alberta:

Alberta Education, 1978.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Nancy P.1id
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Massachusetts Assessment of Basic Skills
Listening Test

AGE RANGE: Grades 7-12:

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
_AY,_ Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Not commercially available.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Approximately thirty minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: This test measures eleven
basic listening skills that encompass understanding and using what is heard. It includes six
stimuli: a new study, a commercial, a telephone conversation; a teacher's announcement; a
public service announcement; and a conversation that takes place during an emergency. Each
passage is brief; uses simple vocabulary and reflects common listening experiences. The test
is composed of a total of twenty-two multiple-choice items. All materials including instruc-
tions and all response options are tape recorded.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: Determination of mastery level performance is not stated. A
statewide survey was conducted involving 2;207 students from forty-nine schools in Mas-
sachusetts.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: Items were reviewed by a panel of judges. Item difficulties
and discrimination are reported.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: Field testing suggested that the test is not biased
with respect to ethnic minorities.
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Four alternate forms were developed. Difficulty levels are approximately

equal. Mastery certification decisions (for assumed cut-off scores) agreed 85-90 percent.

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency:
forms.

.Average inter tem correlations ranged &Om .64 to .86 for the four

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is easily administered, particularly since all materials are tape re-

corded. Test booklets are well formatted.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populationi: The test appears to be highly valid for

stated objectiveS, with the exception_ that conversational listening is only obliquely re-

flected; The test is superior to most listening tests for assessment of life-role minimum

competencies:

Reliability: The test is relatively short (twenty-two items), and this may limit reliability.

A major advantage is the availability of equivalent forms for purposes of retesting those

who are remediated following unsatisfactory iiiitial testing.

Overall Adequacy: 'I he test samples a variety of important listening situations and skills.

It is not confounded with reading ability. The only significant drawback is the failure to

test listening in an interactive context.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Massachusetts Department Of Education, Bureau of Research

and Assessment. Ma.ta-chiikettS Assessment of Basic Skills 1979-80 Develinithein Report:

Listening1Speaking. Boston: author. 1980.

OTHER REFERENCES: MassachuSettk Department of Education, Assessment of Listening

Skills State Test (Secondary Level). Boston: author, 1979.

REVIEWER: Don Rubin
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Massachusetts Assessment of Basic Skills
Speaking Test

AGE RANGE: Grades 7-12.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: No materials; only record keeping costs.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: initial .,c+eening based on typical perfor-
mance. One-on-one assessment less than twenty minutes per student.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST; PROCEDURES; ITEMS; SCORING: For initial screening,
two classroom teachers rate a student's typical communication behavior along four dimensons:
( I ) delivery, (2) organization, (3) content, and (4) language. Each criterion is rated on a
four-interval scale ranging from inadequate to superior.- Those who do not pass the initial
screening engage in four communication tasks with a single administrator/rater. The tasks
are describing an activity, simulating an emergency telephone call, explaining a cooking
procedure; and simulati a persuasive conversation with a school principal. The rater scores
students' performances the four tasks in the manner used for initial screening.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The manner of determining mastery and performance level
was not explained. A statewide survey was conducted involving 691 students in forty-nine
schools in Massachusetts.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided:

Concurrent: Scores derived from initial teacher screenings were compared with second
phase communication task performance scores. Means for the two types of assessment
were equal. Ratings on individual criteria were almost always within one point of each
other.

Content and Item Selection: Criteria and tasks were reviewed by a panel of experts:
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Con Striitt and Other Empirical Studies: Survey data indicate some possibility of racial/

ethnic bias.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Ftiur forms Of the one -on -one communication tasks were developed. All

forms displayed nearly equal means. For probable cut-off scores, mastery certification

decisions agreed over 90 percent, ekcep for a narrow middle range of scores.

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: Approximately 95 percent of teacher ratings of typical communication were either

equal or adjacent. Language arts and content area teachers did npt differ. A subsample of

one-on-one ratings were re-scored with 75 percent identical rating: Some evidence of

differential leniency emerged.

Internal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

PraCtitality: Initial teacher screening considerably reduces the burden of more focused

assessment. The use of a single rater/administrator in second phase testing also limitS

personnel demands.

Validity For Specific PurposeS and Populations: The test samples varied communication

contexts. It includes naturalistic observation. It uses broad evaluation criteria that encom-

pass a broad range of skills. The question of racial/ethnic bias is undergoing additional

inquiry.

Reliability: Teacher eXpectations are likely to play arole in initial screening, perhaps
contaminating ratings with general ability. The use of only one rater in second phase also

seems problematic. ThiS issue is undergoing additional inquiry: Equivalent forms of the

communication tasks are a major advantage.

Overall Adequacy: There is no guarantee that teacher ratings do, in fact, reflect only
communication skills. Rubrics for criteria identify functional skills, but criteria names
appear formal and absolute. The one-on-one communication tasks are fairly artificial.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: MaSsachusetts Department of Education; Bureau of Research

and Assessment: Massachusetts Assessinent ofBaSic Skills 1979-1980 Development Report:

Listening, Speaking: Boston: author, 1980.

OTHER REFERENCES: MASSachuSettS Department of Education: Assessment of Speaking

Skills State Test (Secondary Level). Boston: author, 1979.

REVIEWER: Don Rubin
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23. Measure of Co munication Competence

AGE RANGE: Ages 21/2 to 4.

SKILLS TESTED: .X. Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding '

Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Not commercially available.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: App9.imately fifteen minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES; ITEMS, SCORING: Children are given a
series of fourteen probes which form an informal interview. Responses are judged as ap-
propriate or inappropriate: The probes and scoring guides are provided. There are two probes
for -each of seven modes or functions of communication. The modes are (I) tontactive,
(2) conversative, (3) descriptive, (4) directive, (5) explanative; (6) narrative; and (7) persuasive...
These modes represent a developmental continuum of connmunicaiion competehci6.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: No information provided.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided;

Content and Item Selection: .o information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical StUdies: Modes were validated by F: Williams and R.
N-:iremore, On the Functional Analysis of Social Class Differences in Codes of Speeclr.--
Speecsi Monographs, 1969 36, 77-102.
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No information provided.

- .
Storing: Inter-rater agreement was 78 percent and 81 percent.

Internal ConsiStency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicaiity: ThiS approach is feasible but requires one-on-one assessment and trained

scorers.

Validity For Specific PurpOSeS and Populations Evidence indicates that test validity is

good.

Reliability: Evidence indicates that test reliability is good.

Overall Adequacy: This type of assessment measures basic, functional communication

competencies. It could be adapted for (Auer children. However, it would. be harder to

identify a continuum of higher level competencies.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Riccillo, S. C. "Children's Speech and Communicative Coin-

petence." Unpublished doctuvil dissertation, University of Denver, 1974.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead



24. Metropolitan Achievethent Tests; Listening
Comprehension

AGE RANGE: Kindergartengrade 4.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
_X_ Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: $ 16.25 per thirty-five copies.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Approximately twenty to twenty-fi te min-
utes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST; PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: There is a listening
comprehension component in the language SubteSt fOur levels of the test battery: Primer,
Primary 1, Primary 2, and Elementary. Each subtest has two formF,. There are twenty-one
to thirty listening items in the language subtest. The student is asked to pick the picture, out
of four chokes, that answers a question about a sentence or several sentences that the
administrator then reads aloud.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The test was normeC with a Stratified national sample of
students: Over 550,000 studems participated. Data was collected 4, the fall and spring.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: Test items are based on tt:xtbooks and curriculum objectives
that are commonly used. IternS were reviewed for bias by experts: Standard item analysis
were conducted.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.
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RELIABILITY

A '!.ernate Forms: No information provided.

Te:4-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: Average inter-item correlations are available for the language subtest

as a whOle, Which includes the listening comprehension component. For example, the
reliability of the language SubteSt at grade 6 was .92.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is. rOup administered: The test requires that the administrator dictate

the items but the directions are very clear.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Although little validity related evidence

is provided; the test covers standard areas of the school curriculum.

Reliability: The overall battery and major subtests are highly reliable. No evidence is given

regarding the listening comprehension component:

Overall Adequacy: The test cOvers the hasic elerm nts of listening comprehension. How-

it does not represent a breadth of listening material.

.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Prescott; G. A.-, Balow, I. H.; Hogan, T. P.; and Fan., R.

Metropolitan Achieveinent Tests. New York: The Psychological Corporation, 1978.

OTHER ,REFERENC z . None.

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead
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25. Michigan Educational Assessment Program;
Listening Test

AGE RANGE: Grades 4, 7ind 10.

SKILLS TESTS:). Speaking
4e Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Not specified.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Approximately forty-five minutes:

DESCRIPTION OF TEST; PROCEDURES; ITEMS; SCORING: The test measures sev-
eral objectives of critical listening; including main idea, summary, purpose, recall of details,
cause and effect; inference about the speaker or people described by the speaker, faet or
opinion, story line or sequence. Several stories are read aloud from a tape recording. After
each story several multiple-choice qiieSticiiiS and response options are read aloud.The student
has the questions and response options in a test booklet and marks the best answer on an
answer sheet.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: No information provided.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided:

Content and Item Selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: NO information provided.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.
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Test-Retest.: No lirfOrination provided:

Scoring: Ni)i ;ipplicable.

Internal Consistency: No inforniatiOn provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: No manual iS included. Tests are easy to administer.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Inadequate informatipn

Reliability: Inadequate information to judge.

Overall Adequacy: The test measures a variety of listening skills.

o jirdge.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Michigan Department of Education. Listening TeSt, Grades 4,

7, ID, booklets and scripts, Lansing: author, 1978-1979.

OTHER REFERENCES: Michigan Department of Education. Minimal Performance Ob-

jecrh,s. Lansing: author, 1978-1979.

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead



National Assessment of Educational Progress
Pilot Test of Speaking and Listening

AGE R. ,.: Age 17.

SKILLS TESTED: X Speaking
X Listening

Interacion
Visual Encoeing
Visual Decodii,.:
Subskill or ommunication

COST: Not commerc :ally available.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMIN.", TRATION: Fifty minutes per booklet, five booklets.
None of the booklets encompasses all of the objectives.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES; ITEMS; SCORING: The test includes in-
direct measures of speaking skills in the tires of informing; controlling; and expressing
feelings. The test uses a multiple-Lhoice format to query appropriate responses to brief
scenarios. Multiple-choice questions about ritualizing covc:. both speaking and listening skills.
Tape recorded stimuli, instructions, and multiple-choice questions are used to measure lis-
tening, recognizing in the inforn-Ing, controlling, and expressing feelings fun i ins. Attitudes
toward communication are measured by Likert scales.

NORM/CR[1-- .lON DATA: Test characteristics were analyzed using 693 students rep-
resenting a ,ii iety of geographic regions, types of communities, and ethnic and socioeco-
nomic backgrounds.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided:

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: Item generating matrix and objectives were based on a theory
of functional communication competence. 0-lectives anci items were developed 5y panel.,
of 7.xperts and were reviewed by a minority review panel. Method of administration avoided
contamination with reading ability and prior knowledge of subjeci matter.
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Constru, and Other Empirical StudieS: No significant correlations between listening

and speaking subtests were reported IncOnsiStent correlations between subtests within
speaking and listening were reporter, The relationships Within speaking were stronger than

within listening. Inconsistent correlatiggis between communication knoWledge and attitudes

were reported.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: Scoring is objective, however, item analyses revealed a lack of consistent response

patterns for some items and some distractors.

Internal Consistency:_ Average inter-item correlations were .78 for informing /speaking
items. .72 for ritualizing items, .78 for communication attitudes; .66 for controlling/
speaKirig, .63 for informing /listening, .59 for controllingilistening: Correlations were very
low for speaking and listening questions in the area of expressinr f. elings: There were

no measures of overall test reliability.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The entire test battery would require lengthy adrn.' recorded

instructions and multiple-choice response format eases adminiStia;,...;, and sro.Alig.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: There is no evidence that the indirect

test of speaking knowledge oredicts speaking perfornii. .2C. Factor analysiS of COMMuni:

cation attittides difficult to interpret. Some restilts suggest depresed, though not nec-

essarily biased, pei.ormance for minoii .tudents. The content validity is high.

Reliability: The reliability varied considerably among content areas. Results of item anal-

ysis may be used to improve both reliability and validity.

Overall Adequacy: The test stems from a strong conceptual framework. Indirect_ testing

of communication skills may be an untenable technique; however; since it is diffietilt to

adequately define communication contexts and associated contingencies: Listening subtests

show promise since they utilize oral language and are constructed to be uncontaminated

by extraneous factors like reading ability and prior subject matter knowledge:

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Mead, N. A. "The Development of an Instrument for As-
sessing Functional Communication- Competence of Seventeen-Year-C lds:" Unpublished dis-

sertation; University of Denver, 1977.

OTHER REFERENCES None.

REVIEWER: Don Rubin
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27. New York State Regents Comprehensive
Examination in English; Listening Secticr

AGE RANGE: Grade 12.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
X Listening

Interaction
Visual Enco '
Visual IX,
Subskill Ai Litc.de

COST: Not commercially available.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Approximately fifteen minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEL t ES, ITEMS; SCORING: A singe pLssage is
read aloud twice. The test includes tc, multiple-choice items emphasizing recali; purpose,

and some inference.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: No information provided.

VALILI I

:ve: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Select:an: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empiril.al Studies: NO informaiion provided.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicabi

Test-Retest: No intormation

Scoring: ,t applicable.
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Internal Consistency: No information provided:

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality; The test is easily administered and scored.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: The test samples a restricted range of
communication contexts. The responses ar confounded with reading ability:

Reliability: A single, short passage with a ten-item test is not likely to yield reliable scores.
Moreover, inconsistencies in administration due to reading of passage contribute to mea-
surement error.

Overall Adequacy: There is little basis for interpretingscores as indices of listening
achievement. The test may, however, have some value as a component of a comprehensive
English test.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: tiniversity of the State of New York. Regents High School
Examination: Ccnnprehensitz !aamination in English. Albany, NY: author; i580.

OTHER F .,ERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Don Rubin

4
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28. New York Statewide Achievement
Examination in English

AGE RANGE: Grade 12.

SKILLS TESTED: _X Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
StibSkill or Attitude

COST: Not commercially available:

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Speaking: four minutes per student; lis-
tening: fifteen mii,utes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST; PROCEDURES; ITEMS; SCORING: For the speaking test,
students present a three minute monologue on one of three supplied topics. 1 .'o minutes are
allowed for preparation. Assessment takes place in class: A single rater assigns a general
impression mark of 0 (nonperformance) to 10 (strong). This mark is based on (1) content;
including statement of topic, focus, and support, (2) organization, Including coherence and
clarity. and (3) voice and articulation iimluding volume but excluding regionalism and accent.
For the listening test, a passage is rear," aloud. The test includes ten multiple-choice items
emphasizing recall and inference.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The test is intended for non-academically trackol

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content ar' i Item Selection: No information provided.

Construrt and Other Empirical Studies.: No information provided.
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicanle.

Test-Retest: No informaion provided.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is relatively easy to administer and score. It requires little time.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: The test measures a limited range of
speaking skills. The speaking task is highly artificial, lacking context for communication.
The criteria seek to avoid bias against nonstandard dialect speakers, but the task may be
inherently biased.

Reliability: A single rater, presumably a classroom teacher, is likely to introduce rating
error Ho,vever, a scoring guide with sample grade transcripts ii, supplied. Some provision
is n:::rte for consistency of administration. Topics may affect scores.

Overall Adequacy: The test it not functionally oriented because it lacks context for corn-
munication. Speaking task and criteria taps a limited range of skills.

mtiTEt
Er,!?:;:

ED: University of the State of New York. Statewide Achievement

nng!isIL Albany. NY: ; Jtfnir, 1980

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Don Rubin
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29. Oliphant Tests; Auditory Synthesizing Test
ind Auditory Discrimination Memory Test

' 4

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding

X Subskill or Attitude: auditory memory

COST: Not specified.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Not specified.

DESCRIPTION OF i'EST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS; SCORING,: In the auditory syn-
thesizing test. children are presented with individual sounds which they must hold in memory
to form words composed of those sounds: In the discriminotion test, children hear two.words
that sound alike. One . the two words is spoken again by the test administrator. Children
must select which word was spoken twice.

NORM /CRITERION I3ATA: No information provided.

VALIDITY

Predict! ve: No information provided.

Concurrent: No mibrmation provided.

Content and Item Selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.

RELiAiia"TY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No information provided.
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Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is useful for children suffering from auditory problems.

Validity For Specific Purposes and PopulationS: Inadequate information to judge.

-;-;-_
Reliability: Inadequate information to judge.

Overall Adequacy: The test is quite narrow in its focus. Ti e manual does not provide

sufficii. At instruction for the test administrator.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Oliphant Tests: Aiiditbry S8Jithesizing Test and Auditory Dis-

crimination Memory Test; Cambridge MA: Educators Publishing ServiLe.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: John Daly



30. Oral Language Evaluation

AGE RANGE: Not specified, but appears appropriate for elementary level:

SKILLS TESTED: X Speaking
1 r;'

X ;

al Decoding
Subskill or Attitude: assesses child's pimar!, kinguage, iden dies
c'-...;:iren who need training in English

COST: Not specified.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION:
per child; part 3; ten minutes per child.

art I not Specified; part 2, two minutes

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test is designed to
identify, assess, diagnose, and prescribe the oral language ability of English and Spanish
speaking children. Part I identifies children who may need training in a second_ language.
Tnis is issessed by teacher observation and information from school_ records. The child is
judged to need English as a second language (ESL)_ttaining if the primary language in the
home is not English, if the student most often speaks a language Other than English; or if
this child's first acquired language is not EngliSh. Part 2 assesses the child's primary language
and determin.,:s if additional testing in oral language ability is necessary; The test administrator
presents four picturLs and encourages the child to discuss them: The test administrator use

_"Six Level Lar.r,uage Continuum" to determine if further testing is r Lkarripli.
of responses at various levels are provided: The same procedure is follows ' P 1-st 3 except
the child's discussion of the pictures is tape recorded. Transcripts of the' L.rti; analyzed
using the Six Level Language Continuum." Part 4 provides instruetion.i.-4,..tivities for
children at eac.i, level on ine continuum.

NORM/CRIIERION DATA: No information provided.

VA UDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information ;.;;_sided.

Content and Lem Selection: No info' provided:
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',astrae and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.

RELIA131I,IT'Y

Alternate Forms: Not applici!!.1e.

Test-Retest: NO ink ei'c ed.

Scoring: No information provided.

Intel hal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is adrriihiStered by teacher; no training is necessary. Materials are

provided in the tcl, !Ier's manual.

alitUty For Specific Purposes and Populations:- Although co validity information is

provided, the test may give a reasonable ;:stimate of the child's "primary" language skills.

Rel'Ibility: Inadequate information to judge:

Overal: Adequacy: These activities would be helpful to teachers working with English as

a second language ciiiHren, but they do not constitute a test of communication skill. There

is a serious lack of rigorous evaluation.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Siivaroli; N: J.; Skinner, J. T.; and Maynes, Jr., ,V 0; Ora;

Language Evaluation. St. PAUL MN: EMC Corporation, 1977.

OTHER 'REFERENCES: None.

REVIFWER: Janice -Ittersou
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31 Profile of Nonverbal Sensitivity

AGE RANGE: Secondary.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
Listening
Interaction_ Visual Encoding

_X_ Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Videotape and 16mm film not commercially available:

TIMF iZEQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Approximately forty-five minutes for full
220 ,;,.!rn test; short versions are available.

!1:1113TiON OF TEST; PROCEDURES; ITEMS, SCORING: The full test includes
:terns comp ,sed of eleven channels. The channels include facial expression; body, face
body, electronically altered voice (free of language content), and various combinations

'..reof. Stimuli are presented on film or videotape with pauses for identifying items and
...donoMg. Answer sheet is a two option multiple-chO,-..e format. Response options are

hehavioral descriptions such as "asking forgiveness" or "talking about one's divorce."

NORM/C RITERION DATA The rain standardization group was composed of 49'. high
sehooI students of average intelligence from three geographical regions. Other norming studies
were based on various adult, international and impaired populations

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: For high_school studen
its,

test scores were slightly correlated with intelligence
and SAT scores. Moderate correlations were found between test scores and various other
tests of nonverbal decoding including Communication of Affect Receiving Ability Testand
Social Interpretations Test. Zero,1 low, or moderate correlations emerged between lest
suns and several measures of psycit3logical traits such as dogmatism and teacher aptitude.;
1',,:st score,: orrelated strongly with other ratings of social competence and sensitivity.-

Content and Item Seiection: No information provided,
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Construct and Other Empirical Studies: Test stimuli accounted for a wide range of
nonverbal information including movement, ftill body postit,-e, anti vow .-, ::me number
of empirical studie,s demonstrated that the instrument can diseriq:inate among various
occupational and social categories of subjects. Training improved measured nonverbal
sensitivity. Other studies found no ethnic bias; but some cross-cultural bias; favoring
Americans as opposed to other nationalities.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Various short forms of the instrument have be -ii developed. Accuracy
was significantly greater on the full film version thadon a still photograph version. Low
Or moderate eon-anions were found for other shortened versions and the-full-test:

Test-Retest: For 293 subjects, both adult and high schl. with second exposure front ten
!ays to eight weeks after first, pooled reliability was .69.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency] Average inter-item correlation was :86:

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is wcil packaged ior ease of administration and scoring. It requires
a full class period.

Validity For Specific Puir:oses and Populations: Stimuli cover a wid: range of nonverbal
signals. The major threL:S to validity pertain to -the test response mode. Students must-be
able to read behavi ,,1 descriptions. Moreover, the meaning of some of the descriptors
may be variable or urfamiliar for many StUdentS, With only two options for each item,
item difficulty may be too low for adequate discrimination in many cases.

Reliability: Use of short versions is iuestionable, but reliability is otherwise quite respect-
able for a communication decoding ;ask involving the recognition of affect.

Overall Adequacy: Analysis of children's Understanding of the response terms is necessary

to interpret test results. The test stimulus ai.pears to have high ecologica? validity for the

range of nonverbal sensitivity measured.

MATERIALS RFAEWED: Rosenthal, R:: Hall; J. A.; DiMatteo; R.; Rogers; P: L.;

and onnijreekezi Communication: The PONS Test: Baltimore: Johns

1-1601

OTHER REFERFI'ICES:

REVIEWER: Don Rubin
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32. PRI Reading Systems, Oral Language Skill
Clusters

AGE RANGE: Kindergartengrade 3.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding

_X_ Visual Decoding

Subskill or Attitude

COST: Not specified.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Fifty to seventy minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test is composed
of subscales that assess (1) sound segmentation, (2) vocabulary, (3) syntax, (4) literal mean-
ing, and (5) inferred meaning. The test is basically a phonetic discrimination and listening
test. There are two levels of the test. Level A covers kindergarten and grade 1. Level B
covers grades 2 and 3. Multiple-choice questions are orally presented by the teacher.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: No information provided.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No information provided.
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Scoring: Not applicable:

Internal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test seems suited to the ciassroom teacher: The success of the test depends
on appropriate administration of the teal by the teacher.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Inadequate information to judge.

Reliability: Inadequate information to judge.

Overall Adequacy: The test is very limited in what it assesses. Results could be confounded
with intelligence, teacher delivery, and other constructs.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: PB1 Rending Systems. New York: McGraw Hill, 1980.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: John Daly
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33. SRA Achievement Series

AGE RANGE: K indergartengrade 3.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
IC Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding

X Subskill or Attitude: auditory discrimination

COST: Not specified.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Auditory recognition, twenty or twenty-
five minutes; listening comprehension, twenty-five minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST; PROCEDURES; ITEMS; SCORING: There are three levels
of the test: A (kindergartengrade 1), B (grades 1=2), and C (grades 2=3). Each level has
two forms. For the auditory diScrimination test (Levels AB), the test administrator reads
two words and the student must answer whether the words are alike or different in one of
the following ways: (I) beginning sounds, (2) vowels, (3) ending sounds, and (4) beginning
and ending sounds:

In th,, listening comprehension test (Levels AC) the student is required to identify the correct
illustration for a word or situation read aloud by the test administrator. Skills include:
(I) dentifying a picture specified by oral directions, (2) identifying a picture of a detail in
a sentence or story given orally; (3) identifying a picture of the main idea of a sentence or
story given orally; (4) identifying a picture of a relationship among events in a story given
orally (such as sequence or cause), and (5) identifying a picture of a conclusion based on
material given orally.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The tests were normed with at least 3,000 students per grade
per form in the first standardizing: The tests were standardized a second time with a smaller
group:

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided:
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Content and Item Selection: Extensive content validity and item selection procedures
were implemented. Items were reviewed for bias. Statistical tests of bias were conducted.

Construct and Other Empiric& Studies: No information provided.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: No information provided.

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: Based on data from Form average inter-item correlations for the
auditory discrimination test ranged from .79 to .89. Average inter-item correlations for
the listening comprehension test ranged from .55 to .80.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The tests provide complete; easy to follow directions

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Evidence indicates the test validity is
good.

Reliability: Evidence indicates the reliability of the auditory discrimination test is good;
the reliability of the listening comprehension test is fair.

Overall Adequacy: These tests are designed to measure reading readiness. The tests are
not as good for measures of communication.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: SRA Achievement Series. C:,icago, IL: Science Research AS=
sociates, 1979:

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead
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34. Sequential Tests of Educational Progress;
Listening

AGE RANGE: Grades 3-12.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: $12.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Twenty minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test has six levels;
one for each of six age groups. Each level has two forms (X and Y): The teacher reads a
short passage to students; students then answer multiple-choice questions about the passage.
Direction following is also included in the test. Teachers read instructions to students who
work oil the dictated problem using a worksheet.

NORM /CRITERION DATA: Specific studies were not summarized. Norm, classification,
and percentile values are in the process of being derived.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: No information provided.

TestAetest: No information provided
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Scoring: Not applicable:

Internal Consistency: No information provided:

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test appears to have very good potential.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: The test meets the specific goals stated
in the justification.

Reliability: Inadequate information to judge.

Overall Adequacy: Inadequate information to judge. Studies are likely in progress. This
test may become a standard listening test:

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Educational Testing Service. Sequential Test of Educational

Progress. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1979.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: John Daly
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Stanford Achievement Tests; Listening
Comprehension

AGE RANGE: Grades I b.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
X Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: $20.50 per thirty-five booklets.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Approximately twenty-five to thirty-five
minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: A listening compre-
hension component is included in five levels of the test battery: Primary I, Primary II, Primary
Ill. Intermediate I, and Intermediate II. Each test has two forms (A and B). There are twenty-
six items in the lowest level and fifty items in all other levels. The student hears a wide
variety of passages dictated by the administrator and picks the picture or answer; out of four
choices, that best answers a question about the passage. The questions measure central focus,
specific meanings, implied meanings; perceptions of concepts and relations, and identification
of inferences.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The test was normed on a national sample of students that
represented various locations and types of communities. Over 225;000 students were in-
volved. The study included fall and spring administrations.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: Correlations between the listening test and the other tests in the battery and
with the Otis - Lennon Mental ability were generally high; ranging in the .50s to the .80s,
indicating that all tests are operating in the same general domain. Correlations were about
as high with math as with reading.
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Content and Item Selection: The test was based on commonly used textbooks and cur-
riculum objectives: Items were reviewed for bias by experts. Standard item analyses were
performed.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: No information provided.

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: Split-half reliabilities ranged from :86 and ;88 and average inter-
item correlations ranged from :85 to :89 for three grades about which the reviewer had
information.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is group administered: The listening comprehension items must be
dictated by the administrator but the instructions are very clear:

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Although not much evidence of validity
is provided, the test covers the areas commonly Included in curricula.

Reliability: The evidence indicates the reliability of the listening component is very good.

Overall Adequacy: The test attempts to cover a variety of listening passages and types of
questions. Some questions, however, appear to test thinking skills or vocabulary knowledge
rather than comprehension.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Madden, R.; Gardner, E. F.; Rudman, H. P.; '<arisen, B.;
and Merwin, J. C. Stanford Achievement Test. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Inc.,
1973:

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead
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36 Stanford Early School Achievement Test

AGE RANGE: Kindergartengrade 1:

SKILLS TESTED: ____ Speaking
LiStening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Not specified,

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Approximately ninety minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test is designed to
assess children's cognitive abilities. The test consists of four parts: (I) the environment;
(2) mathematics; (3) letters; and (4) sounds and aural comprehension; This is a group ad-
ministered test where children write in answer booklets to-indicate their responses: Subscores
are available in each of the four parts:

NORM/CRITERION _DATA: Norms were determined from responses of children from
twenty-five states. The final norm sample consisted of 8;310 kindergarten and I I ;106 first
graders. Census; "size of city" data; and intelligence scores were used in selecting these
children;

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: The test correlated ;74 with the Otis-Lennon Mental Ability Test for I I ;106
first graders:

Content and Item Selection: Original questions were given to 3,!00 first grade children
in ten school districts. The best items were selected from those forms.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicahle.
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Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal COnsistency: The split-half reliability coefficients ranged from .76 to .85 for
kindergarten and .77 to .89 for first grade.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Piraetieality: Children are tested in groups of seven to fifteen. The test may be impractical
for large scale testing. No special training is necessary; the test may be administered by

teacher.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Inadequate information to judge.

Reliability: Inadequate information to judge.

Overall Adequacy: This is not a test of speech communication. rather a test of cognitive
abilities. Instruction manual includes classroom activities:

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Madden; R.; and Gardner. E. F. Stanford Early School
Achievement Test. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Inc., 1969.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Janice Patterson
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37. Situational Language Tasks

AGE RANGE: Grades 1-3.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
.X. Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: User produces materials and scores.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Fifteen minutes per session; three sessions.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test is divided into
three parts. The first section is designed to assess classroom teacher-child and child-child
interaction. The teacher and the whole class discuss an assortment of common objects. The
teacher is instructed to use these materials to elicit conversation from the children. The
session is tape recorded and lasts fifteen minutes. In the second section, conducted on a
different day, three children and a teacher discuss cartoon-like pictures. The teacher shows
one picture at a time and asks the children a series of structured questions such as "What
is happening in this picture?" In the second phase of section 2, the teacher shows two cards
and asks, "What picture conies first'?" In the final five minute phase of section 2; the teacher
presents three cards and asks; "What story does this picture tell?" All conversations are
tape recorded. The third section of the test occurs immediately following section 2. The
teacher tells the small group of children that she has work to do but that they may stay and
discuss the cards. The tape recorder continues to run and the children's resulting conversations
are recorded for analysis. Transcripts of the children's speech are analyzed in four major
areas: (I)- type-token ratio (ratio of the number of different words to the total rumber of
words), (2) verb tense diversity, (3) vocabulary diversity, and (4) average number o; words
per child.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: No information provided.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided:

Concurrent: No information provided.
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Content and Item Selection: The tasks were selected to reflect children's natural language

in the classroom:

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No information provided:

Scoring: The consensus method of reliability was used for the tape transcriptions; Five
researchers coded the transcripts: the reliability ranged from 89 percent to 100 percent;

Internal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is not practical for large scale assessment because children work in
small groups and scoring and analysis are complicated. Resulting data would not be
available to teachers in a useful form.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Inadequate information to judge.

Reliability: Inadequate information to judge:

Overall Adequacy: The test is a poor assessment tool for measuring communication ability;
Although it focuses on children's speech. the serious issues of validity and reliability are
unaddressed. It also seems to tap other skills such as sequencing in session 2. The scoring
system is complicated and cumbersome for teachers.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: The University of Arizona. College of Education: Use of Sit-
uational Language Tasks in an Intro -TEEM and TEEM Versus Comparison Evaluation;
Tucson; AZ: author. 1976.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Janice Patterson
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38. Speech in the Classroom: Assessment
Instruments of Speaking Skills

AGE RANGE: Grades 1-12.

SKILLS TESTED: _X_ Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude: speaking experience and attitudes

COST: Not specified.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Assessment of Speaking, approximately
five minutes; Inventory of Experiences, approximately five minutes; and Summary of At-
titudes, approximately five minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test consists of
three parts. The first is an assessment of speaking skills. This is a one-on-one assessment
of the student with the administrator. The student chooses a picture to tell a story about and
then performance is rated on a 1--4 point scale. The second part is an inventory of classroom
speaking experiences. This is a paper and pencil test; The test has two levels; one for grades
1-6 and one for grades 4-12. The test asks students fifteen or twenty-five questions about
speaking experience in the classroom. The test asks the teacher fifteen to twenty-five related
questions about speaking activities in the classroom. The third part is a survey of attitudes
toward classroom speech situations. This is a paper and pencil test. The test has two levels,
one for grades 1-6 and one for grades 4-12. The test asks the student twelve or twenty
questions about attitudes toward self speaking in class.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: No information provided.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: No information provided:

Internal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The assessment of speaking skills is feasible but the test requires one-on-one
assessment and trained scorers. The other tests are easy to a: minister.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Inadequate information to judge.

Reliability: inadequate information to judge.

Overall Adequacy: The test is in the developmental stages: It needs more testing and
documentation.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Kozpol, S., and Cercone, K. Speech in the Classroom: As-
sessment Instruments. Harrisburg; PA: Pennsylvania Department of Education, 1980.

OTHER REFERENCES: None:

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead
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39. Test Of Adolescent Language

AGE RANGE: Ages 11 -18.

SKILLS TESTED: :21 Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Approximately $75.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: One to three hours (test is open ended).

DESCRIPTION OF TEST; PROCEDURES; ITEMS, SCORING: The test is designed to
identify language proficiency, to identify strengths and weaknesses in various dimensions
of language, and to measure progress. It includes eight substates covering reading, writing,

speaking, and listening. Four are related to speaking and listening. For Listening/Vocabulary,
a word is read aloud and students identify two pictures which relate to the word. For Listening/
Grammar, three sentences are read aloud and students identify two that express the same
thought. For Speaking/Vocabulary, a word is read aloud and the student uses the word

correctly in a meaningful sentence. For Speaking/Grammar, a sentence is read aloud and

students repeat it aloud.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The test was normed on 2,723 students in seventeen states
between ages 11 and 18.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: With thirty-two subjects, total composite listening correlated .51 with Pea-

body Picture Vocabulary Test.

Total composite speaking correlated .60 with memory for related syllables from Detroit

Tests of Learning Aptitude.

Content and Item Selection: Test developers used standard procedures to identify item
difficulty and discrimination power;
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Construct and Other Empirical Studies: Various studies supported hypotheses of age
differentiation, subtest interrelationship, group differentiation, and relationship with tests
of intelligence.

RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: Correlations ranged from .74 to .85, with higher correlations for composites.

Scoring: Inter-rater reliability for speaking/vocabulary was .96.

Internal Consistency: Average inter-item correlations for subtests ranged from .60 to .90
with higher concentrations for composites.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The speaking tests require individual administration and trained scorers but
are straightforward. Listening tests are easy to administer.

iValidity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Evidence indicates test validity is very
good.

Reliability: Evidence indicates test reliability is very good.

Overall Adequacy: The measures focus on very narrow subskills.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Hammitt, D. D.;_Brown, V. L.; LarSen, S. C.; and Widerhoit,
J. L. Test of Adolescent Language. Austin, TX: PRO-ED, 1980.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Nancy Mead
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40. Test Of Listening Accuracy in Children

AGE RANGE: Kindergartengrade 6.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
X Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding

X Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Not Specified.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Not specified.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: Two tests are available.
One is for indivi lila! testing and the other for group testing. Children are presented with
picture pairs and then hear one of the pictures named. They are to identify the appropriate
picture.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: Some norms are reported and qualitative classes (average/
superior; etc.) are provided, but no research base for the categorical assignments is provided.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable:

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: Internal consistency correlations ranged from .75 to .95 depending
on groups and scales:

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The ability to use this test with either groups or indiVidUalS makes it attractive.
It seems usable by classroom teachers.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Inadequate information to judge.

Reliability: Evidence indicate test reliability is good.

Overall Adequacy: The test may be useful for teachers but suffers from insufficient nor=
mative, empirical, and user-oriented data

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Mecham, M. J.; Jex, J. L:; and Jones; J: Test of Listening
Accuracy in Children, Manuals for Individual and Group Testing: Salt Lake City: Com-
muniCaticin ASSOCiateS, Inc.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: John Daly
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Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking; Verbal
Test

AGE RANGE: Kindergarten grade 3:

SKILLS TESTED: X Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: $8.50 for twenty-five booklets; $1.45 for scoring each student.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Approximately forty-five minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The verbal test mea-
sures creative thinking using words. The test has two forms (A and B). For Students from
kindergarten through grade 3, the test is administered individually and StudentS give responses
orally. At older ages the test is group administered and individuals respond in writing. The
test includes seven tasks which require creative responses, for example, listing possible
causes for events shown in a picture. Responses are evaluated in terms of fluency; originality
and in some cases flexibility. The fluency score is primarily the number of relevant responses.
An optional scoring for elaboration is mentioned but no scoring guides are provided.

NORM /CRITERION DATA: Some norm data are nrovided but the technical manual was
not available for review.

VALIDITY

Predictive: Some predictive data are provided but the technical manual was not available
for review.

Concurrent: No information available.

Content and Item Selection: No information available.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information available.
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: No information available.

Test-Retest: No information available.

Scoring: Correlation between scores of trained and untrained scores ranged from .86 to
.96. More information is available in the technical manual.

Internal Consistency: No information available.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test requires very lengthy individual testing. Maintaining the attention
span of young children might be difficult. Minimal guidance is given for translating tasks
into language for young children.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: Inadequate information to judge.

Reliability: Preliminary evidence indicates high scorer reliability.

Overall Adequacy: The only measure of oral ability in this test is one of quantity:

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Torrance, E. P. Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking. Bensen-
ville; IL: Scholastic Testing Service, 1966.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Nancy Me .:1
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42. Utah Test of Language Development (Direct
Test Version)

AGE RANGE: Preschoolgrade 9 (ages 2-14).

SKILLS TESTED: X Speaking
X Listening

Interaction
Visual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Not specified.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Twenty to forty minutes.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test is designed to
assess language production and comprehension skills. Test items include responding to
instructions, naming objects, repeating digital span (forewards and backwards); indicating
receptive vocabulary, drawing simple shapes; writing numbers and letters (both manuscript
and cursive), telling a story, and reading on a primer level. Scoring is for total test performance
and does not provide subtest scores. Two forms are available: the direct:teSt version and the
informant-interview version (available through the American Guidance AsSociation).

NORM/CRITERION DATA Norms are based on 393 children in twenty-three states. These
data were combined with a Utah sample of 273 children; judged representative of a normal
population. Later, data were collected on 989 kindergarten children including minorities.
The norms provide language-age equivalents.

VALIDITY

PrediCtive: No information provided.

Concurrent: The test correlated .72 and .81 with the Verbal Language Development Scc,te,
.53 with the Mean Length of Utterances, and .87 and .91 with the Illinois Te.0 of Psy-
cholinguistic Abilities.

Content and Item Selection: Items were selected from standard sources.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: The two forms; direct test and the informant interview form, correlated
.81 with a time interval of approximately three weeks.

Test-Retest: See above:

Scoring: No information provided.

Internal Consistency: Split-half correlation was .94.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is administered individually, thus, it is not practical for large scale
testing. No specific training is needed.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: The stated purpose of assessing broad
language skills is violated by inclusion of items on reading and small motor skills (writing
and drawing) and items requiring memory of a digital span (often seen on intelligence
tests).

Reliability: Evidence indicates test reliability is very good.

Overall Adequacy: The test is a poor measure of communication because many items call
for proficiencies other than language ability.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Mecham, M. J., and Jones, J. D. Utah Test of Language
Development Manual of Directions. Salt Lake City: Communication Research Associates,
Inc., 1978.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Janice Patterson
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Vermont Basic Competency Program
Speaking and Listening Assessments

AGE GE: Kindergartengrade 12

SKILLS TESTED: X Speaking
Listening

.X Interaction
____ Visual Encoding
____ Visual Decoding

Subskill or Attitude

COST: No costs beyond record keeping.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Highly variable.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: Preciie implementation
of this test is determined by local districts, and apparently varies across age levels. Speaking
tasks include (1) giving directions, (2) extended expository, informative, or persuasive talk,
(3) answering telephones and taking messages, (4) using telephones to get information and
assistance, (5) introducing self and others; (6) interviewing for a job, and (7) participating
in informal discussion. Listening tasks include (I) following directions, (2) retelling a nar-
rative sequence, and (3) summarizing factual material. Several of theSe tasks involve sim-
ulated tasks, while informal discussion skill is assessed naturaliStically over time. Evaluation
criteria are not wholly specified, but apparently inciude accuracy, use of standard English
organization, clear articulation, and other functionally related criteria.

NORM/CRITERION DATA: The percent of 12 -. 14-, and 15-year-olds passing each com-
petency are reported. These results apparently summarize scores of several thOuSand students
throughout Vermont.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

COncurrent: No information provided.

Content and Item Selection: The development of competencies (tasks) were based on
input of 1;500 Vermont educators as well as extensive search of literature:

Construct and Other Empirical StudieS: No information provided:
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: No information provided.

Internal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The procedures place the burden of testing and record keeping on teachers.
It is difficult to check on compliance in implementation. The test would require massive
in-service training; with probable beneficial effects. Ideally the procedures would include
a second rater which would increase cost.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: The test includes a good sampling of
communication situations. The lack of precisely defined evaluation criteria makes validity
difficult to judge. If the procedures are closely tied to instruction it may not be a valid
measure of individual ability.

a
Reliability: Use of single classroom teacher rating performance without clearly defined

guidelines is a major problem. Expectations and bias would likely be major factors. Also,
procedures make no provision for consistency of administration.

Overall Adequacy: The program seems well motivated by a concern for functional com-
munication competence. Use of contextually diverse tasks is especially admirable. But
lack of well defined procedures compromise the value of results.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Vermont Department of Education. Basic Competencies: A
Manual of Information and Guidelines /Or Teachers and Administrators; Vermont's Basic
Competency Program, 7978-1979 Report, 1979-1980 Report, Montpelier: author; 1978-
79; 1979-80.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Don Rubin
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44. Walhier Test of Listening Comprehension

AGE RANGE: Kindergartengrade I.

SKILLS TESTED: Speaking
X. Listening

Interaction
ViSual Encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Not commercially available.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Not specified.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS, SCORING: The test has two forms
(A and B). Each form consists of six passages of graded readability: Each passage is followed
by seven literal comprehension and seven inferential questions. The test administrator reads
the passages and questions aloud: Students pick the picture, frOrn three choices, that best
answer the question;

NORM/CRITERION DATA: NO inforination provided.

VALIDITY

Predictive: One year after taking the test, 107 SoidentS were given the Stanford Achieve=
ment Test; Primary I Battery, Form W. Correlations between Forms A and B and the
Stanford test was .68 and .64 respectively.

Concurrent: Correlations beWein forms A and B and the Listening Suing of the Met=
ropolitan Readiness Tests (Form B) were :59 and :60 respectively, based on a sample of
150 students. Correlations with the Metropolitan Readiness Test total score were .74 and
.72.

Content and Item Selection: Passages Were composed on the basis of the Dale-Chall and
Spache Readability formulas. A panel of experts in reading verified the skill placement
and content validity of the items.

Construct and Other Empirleal Studies: No information provided.
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: The two forms correlated .89 based on a sample of 140 students.

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: Not applicable.

Internal Consistency: Average inter-item correlations were .95 for Form A and .95 for
Form B, based on a sample of 140 students.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: No information is provided about the length of test administration. However,
administration and scoring procedures are not complicated.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations: The test seems more closely related to
general verbal ability than to listening ability per se. Effects of children's prior knowledge
about subject matter is unknown.

Reliability: Variation in administration may adversely affect reliability. The test appears
highly reliable in other respects.

Overall Adequacy: The test adopts a non-interactive definition of listening comprehension
based on extended written prose rather than oral language stimuli.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Wanner, N. K. "The Development of a Listening Compre._
hension Test for Kindergarten and Beginning First Grade." Educational and Psychological
Measurement 34( 1974):391-396;

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Don Rubin
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West Side High School 1 Iinimum Competency
Test

AGE RANGE: Grade 10.

SKILLS TESTED: X Speaking
Listening
Interaction
Visual encoding
Visual Decoding
Subskill or Attitude

COST: Only record keeping costs.

TIME REQUIRED FOR ADMINISTRATION: Not specified.

DESCRIPTION OF TEST, PROCEDURES, ITEMS; SCORING: Students choose a topic
and individually present an eictended discourse to a group. A planning sheet emphaSizing
purpose, development, and organization is provided. The student is encouraged to rehearse
the talk prior to testing. Dichotomously scored criteria include ( I) introduction, (2) supporting
material, (3) conclusion; (4) language including grammar and word choice improprieties;
(5) volume; (6) eye contact, and (7) response to questions. Students must demonstrate mas-
tery on all criteria for a passing score.

NORM/CRITERION DATA No information provided.

VALIDITY

Predictive: No information provided.

Concurrent: No information provided.

COMent and Item Selection: No information provided.

Construct and Other Empirical Studies: No information provided.
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RELIABILITY

Alternate Forms: Not applicable.

Test-Retest: No information provided.

Scoring: No information provided.

Internal Consistency: No information provided.

EVALUATIVE REACTIONS

Practicality: The test is easily administered and scored.

Validity For Specific Purposes and Populations! The test measures a very narrow range
of situations. The criteria are more formal than functional. Emphasis on language "errors"
may bias the test against speakers of nonstandard dialects.

Reliability: Use of a single observer calls reliability into question. Allowing students free
choice of topic may also introduce measurement error.

Overall Adequacy: The test fails to sample a spectrum of communication competencies.
No provision is made for simulating a communicative context. Criteria emphasizes me-
chanical aspects of public speaking.

MATERIALS REVIEWED: Westside Community Schools. Minimum Competency Packet.
Othaha, NE: author, 1979.

OTHER REFERENCES: None.

REVIEWER: Don Rubin
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APPENDICES

Appendix A

Standards for Effective Oral Communication
Programs

Prepared by: American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association and Speech Communication
Association

Adequate oral communication frequently determines an
individual's educational; social, and vocational success.
Yet, American education has typically neglected formal
instruction in the basic skills of speaking and listening.
It is important that state and local education agencies
implement the most effective oral communication pro-
grams possible.

The following standards for oral communication were
deVelocted by representatives of the Speech Communi-
cation Association and the American Speech-lArigiiiige=
Hearing Association.

If effective oral communication programs are going
to be developed, all components of the recommended
standards must be considered. Implementation of these
standards will facilitate development of adequate and
appropriate oral communication necessary for educa-
tional, social, and vocational success.

Definition

Oral Communication: the process of interacting through
heard and spoken messages in a variety of situations.

Effective oral communication is a learned behavior;
involving the following processes:

Speaking in a variety of educational and social sit-
uations: Speaking involves, but is not limited to,
arranging and producing messages through the use
of voice; articulation, vocabulary; syntax; and non-
verbal cues (e.g., gesture, facial expression, vocal
cues) appropriate to the speaker and listeners.

2. Listening in a variety of educational and social sit-
uations: Listening involves, but is not limited to,
hearing; perceiving; discriminating; interpreting,
synthesizing, evaluating. organizing, and remem-
bering information from verbal and nonverbal MeS:
sages.

Basic Assumptions

I. Oral communication behaviors of students can be
improved through direct instruction.

2. Oral communication instruction emphasizes the in-
teractive nature of speaking and listening.

3. Oral communication instruction addresses the every-

day communication needs of students and includes
emphasis on the classroom as a practical commit:
nication environment.

4. There is a wide range of communication competence
among speakers of the same language.

5. Communication competence is not dependent upon
use of a particular form of language.

6. A primary goal of oral communication instruction is
to increase the students' repertoire and use of effec-
tive speaking and listening behaViorS.

7. Oral communication programs provide instruction
based on a coordinated developmental continuum of
skills, preschool through adult:

8. Oral communication skills can be enhanced by using
parents; supportive personnel, and appropriate in-
structional technology.

An Effective Communication Program
Has the Following Characteristics:

Teaching/Learning

I. The oral communication program is based on current
theory and research in speech and language &Vet:.
opment, psycholinguisties, rhetorical and commu-
nication theory, communication disorders, speech
science, and related fields of study:

2. Oral communication instruction is a clearly identi-
fiable part of the curriculum.

3. Oral communication instruction is systematically re-
lated to reading and writing instruction and to in-
struction in the various content areas;

4. The relevant academic, personal, and social expe-
riences of students provide core subject matter for
the oral communication program.

5. Oral communication instruction provides a wide range
of speaking and listening experiente, in order to de-
velop effective communication skills appropriate to:
a. a range of situations; e.g., informal to formal,

interpersonal to mass communication.
b. a range of purposes; e.g., informing, learning,

persuading; evaluating messages, facilitating So:
cial interaction, sharing feelings, imaginative and
creative expression.

c. a range of audiences; e.g.; classmates; teachers

I 2 '5
A.
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peers. employers. family, community:
d. a range of communication forms: e.g.. conver-

sation. group discusSion, interview, drama, de-
bate. public speaking, oral interpretation.

c. a range of speaking styles: impromptu. extem-
poraneous. and reading frem manuscript.

6. The oral communication program provides class time
for systematic instruction in oral communication Ski HS.

e.g.. critical liStening, selecting, arranging. and pre-
senting messages. giving and receiving constructive
feedback, nonverbal communication. etc.

7. The Oral communication program includes devel-
opment of adequate and appropriate language. artic:
ulation. voice, fluenty and likening skills necessary
fir success in educational; career. and social situa-
tions through regular classroom instruction. cocur:
ricular activities, and speech-language pathology and

audiology services.
S. Oral communication program instruction encourages

and provides appropriate opportunities for the reti-
cent student (e.g.. one who is excessively fearful in
speaking Situations), to participate more effectively
in oral communication.

Support

I. Oral communication instruction is provided by in-
dividuals adequately trained in oral communication
and/or communication disorders, as evidenced by
appropriate certification.

2: Individuals responsible for oral communication in:
struction receive continuing education on theories.
research, and instruction relevant to communication.

3. Individuals responsible for oral communication in:
struction participate actively in conventions, meet-
ings, publications. and other activities of
communication professionals.

4. The oral communication program includes a system
for training classroom teachers to identify and refer
students who do not have adequate liStening and

Appendix B

Criteria for Evaluating Instruments and

speaking skills, or are reticent, to those qualified
individuals who can best meet the needs of the stu-

dent through further assessment and/or instruction.
5. Teachers in all curriculum areas receive information

on appropriate methods for: (a) using oral commu-
nication to facilitate instruction, and (b) using the
subject matter to improve students' oral communi-
cation skills.

6. Parent and community groups are informed about
and provided with appropriate materials for effective
involvement in the oral communication pregram.

7. The oral communication program is facilitated by
availability ard use of appropriate instructional ma-
terials; equipment. and facilities.

/We'tnient and Evaluation

I. The oral communication program is based on a khotil-
Wide assessment of the speaking and listening needs

of students.
2. Speaking and listening needs of students will be de-

termined by qualified personnel utilizing appropriate
evaluation tools for the skills to be aSseSSed, and

educational levels of students being assessed.
3. Evaluation of student progress in oral communication

is based upon a variety of data including observa-
tions. self-evaluations; listeners' responses to mes-

sages. and formal tests.
4. Evaluation of students' oral communication encour-

ages; rather than discourages, students' desires to
communicate by emphasizing those behaviors which
Students can improve. thus enhancing their ability to

do so.
5. Evaluatien of the total oral communication program

is based on achievement of acceptable levels of oral
communication skill determined by continuous mon-
itoring of student progress in speaking and listening.
use of standardized and criterion-referenced teStS,
audience-based rating scales, and other appropriate

instruments;

Procedures for Assessing Speaking and Listening

The following criteria may be applied to published and
unpublished instruments and procedures for assessing
speaking and liStening skills of children and adults. The
criteria are organized around (a) content considerations.
which deal primarily with the substances of speaking
and listening instruments and procedures. and (b) technical
considerations, which deal with such matters as relia-
bility. validity, and information on administration.

I . Stimulus materials should require the individual being
tested to demonstrate skill as a speaker or listener.

2. Assessment instruments and procedures should clearly

distinguish speaking and listening performance from

reading and writing ability: i.e., inferences of
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speaking and listening competence should not be
made from tests of reading and writing, and direc-
tions and responses for speaking and/or listening
tests Shbuld not be mediated through reading and
writing modes.

3. Assessment instruments and procedures should be
free of sexual, cultural; racial. and ethnic content
and/or stereotyping.

4. Assessment should confirm the presence or absence
of skills; not diagnose reasons why individuals dem-
onstrate or fail to demonstrate theSe SkillS.

5. Assessment should emphasize the application of
speaking and listening skillS that relate to familiar
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situations; i.e.; stimulus materials should refer to
situations recognizable to the individual being tested
and should facilitate demonstration of skills rather
than demonstration of content mastery.

6. Assessment Sh Otild test skills that are important for
various communication settings (e.g., interper-
sonal, small group, public, and mass communica-
tion settings) rather than be limited to one setting.

7. Assessment should permit a range of acceptabte
responses, where such a rangt. is appropriate.

8. Assessment should demonstrate that outcomes are
more than just chance evidence; i.e.. assessment
should be reliable.

9. Assessment should provide results that are consis-
tent with other evidence that might be available.

10. Assessment should have content validity.
I I. Assessment procedures should be standardized and

detailed enough so that individual responses will

not be affected by the administrator's skills in ad-
ministering the procedures.

12. Assessment procedures should approximate the rec-
ognized stress level of oral communication; they
should not increase or eliminate it.

13. Assessment procedures should be practical in terms
of cost and time.

14. r.,sessment should involve simple equipment.
IS. Assessment shotild be suitabk for the developmen-

tal level of the individual being tested.

Developed by Philip M. Backlund, Kenneth L. Brown,
Joanne Curry; and Fred E. Jandt acting as a subgroup
of the Speech Communication Association's Educa-
tional Policies Board Task Force on Assessment and
Testing. Approved and endorsed by the Educational Pol-
icies Board and the Administrative Committee of the
Speech Communication Association.
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